
 
 

 
 



  
 

 

 

We are going to be in Psalm 146 this morning.   

 

Well, it was getting late in the pastoral week.  That desperation of sermon preparation 

was starting to build in my heart.  Late Thursday morning of this week I was looking at 

the series title of this adventure that we are going to have in the book of Psalms – Real 

Help for Real People.  I was considering the meaning of this title.  Something was rising 

up within me that was very heavy.  I asked the Lord what I had done.  I felt that I had 

overpromised and I am going to under deliver. 

 

Then I walked up to my book shelf.  I do this all of the time in the midst of my study.  I 

picked out the best book written on Psalms that I have.  It is called The Treasury of David 

by C. H. Spurgeon.  I took that book back to my desk and opened it up.  I whispered 

something under my breath.  I said, “Okay, brother Charles, help me out here.” 

 

Then I stopped and closed the book.  I shook my head.  I just sat there and I thought 

about the irony of what had just happened in my pastoral study.  There I was knowing 

that I was going to have stand up in front of about 200 people wanting to hear a 

meaningful word of the Lord from the Scriptures.  I was feeling the gravity of that kind of 

preparation.  At that moment I did not cast myself upon the Living God saying, “I need 

You to awaken my eyes.  I need You at this time to fill my heart with the truths they need 

to hear.  Instead I turned to a precious brother of yesteryear to try and get the help that I 

needed.” 

 

I thought to myself, “Oh, how very typical that is of me.”  Perhaps that is emblematic of 

so many of us.  When those burdensome times of life come, where do we tend to go first?  

Do we cast ourselves on the Lord or is there something within us that tells us to get in 

touch with this person or talk to that person for help?  I want to say this:  People help us.  

That is a good thing.  Isn’t that what love is?  We love one another and we help each 

other out.  God designed that.  It is okay and good.  But where is your trust primarily 

held?  Who are you placing your deepest confidence in during the trials that you face in 

this life?  Are you turning to the Living God? 

 

Brothers and sisters, listen to me now.  Your Father loves you so much.  He is aware of 

the things that are burdening your heart.  He wants to see you through.  He understands 

things going on inside of you that I can’t understand.  He understands things going on 

inside of you that the people sitting around you can’t understand.  But Abba is aware.  

Jesus cares.  He wants to be your help in the midst of any difficulty that you face.   

 

“He Whose Help is God” 
  Psalm 146   
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Let’s look at Psalm 146.  I think as we embark on this series in the Psalms, Psalm 146 is 

the point that God wants to get established in our hearts.  Let’s look at what it says: 

 
1
Praise the LORD!  Praise the LORD, O my soul! 

 
2
I will praise the LORD as long as I live; 

  I will sing praises to my God while I have my being. 

 

 
3
Put not your trust in princes, in a son of man, in whom there is no salvation. 

 
4
When his breath departs, he returns to the earth;  

   on that very day his plans perish. 

 
5
Blessed is he whose help is the God of Jacob,  

  whose hope is in the LORD his God, 
6
who made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them,  

  who keeps faith forever; 

 
7
who executes justice for the oppressed, who gives food to the hungry. 

The LORD sets the prisoners free; 

 
8 

The LORD opens the eyes of the blind. 

The LORD lifts up those who are bowed down;  

the LORD loves the righteous. 
9
The LORD watches over the sojourners;  

      he upholds the widow and the fatherless, 

  but the way of the wicked he brings to ruin. 

 
10

The LORD will reign forever, your God, O Zion, to all generations. 

  Praise the LORD! 
 

Let’s notice first how the phrase that begins and ends the Psalm.  It is an exclamation 

point.  This is what we need to be doing too.  We need to praise the Lord!  This is very 

familiar Hebrew terminology - hallelujah!  Hallelujah, praise God!  He is uniquely able to 

help us in the things that we face.  So praise God!   

 

“Praise the Lord” is the bookends, but what about what is almost smack dab in the middle 

in Verse 5?  How about that wonderful sentence?   

 
5
Blessed is he whose help is the God of Jacob,  

   whose hope is in the LORD his God… 
 

That word help is used forty-two times in the book of Psalms, more than any other book 

in the Bible.  The closest rival is the book of Job, where that word help occurs twelve 

times.  Then there are the other derivatives of that word help, like helps, helped, or 

helper.  Gather them all together and this language of help from God occurs fifty-one 

times. 

 



I think this is the reason because what we have here in the book of Psalms is something 

of a prayer journal.  We have godly people here who were pouring out their hearts to the 

Lord in written form.  Numerous authors did this, including King David of Israel being 

the most prolific and prominent of them all.  Many different authors cried out to God, 

asking Him for His help as they dealt with issues like deep spiritual depression of the 

soul, like seething frustration that felt like it was going to eat them up on the inside, like 

paralyzing fear and anxiety, like the body weakening from the guilt of sin, and like 

extraordinary loneliness and sorrow. 

 

These are the kinds of things that the authors of Psalms wrote about, because these were 

the kinds of things they were experiencing.  These were the kind of people who were 

finding their help in God.  Oh, I pray that we as a church will have the power of God 

released into our lives, along with His love and His peace and His comfort, in the hard 

things that we are sure to face in a fallen world. 

 

I have prayer journals too.  I write out many of my prayers.  I have been doing this for the 

past decade or so, and so far I have filled up about four journals.  They are filled not only 

with prayers, but also with scheduling things, meditations, thoughts, and lessons learned.  

I just write out prayers to the Lord, calling upon Him for help.  I also type my prayers.  I 

email God all of the time.  I have an inbox labeled “prayers.”  I don’t send them to God at 

gmail.com.  I send them to my email address, and I read them sometimes later on.  When 

my heart is heavy I will sometimes get into Microsoft Word and I will type and type 

away, typing faster than I have ever typed.   

 

Here is why I am bringing up my prayer journals to you:  I remember once I was talking 

to very good friend of mine by the name of Douglas.  We were trying to encourage each 

other in how it is that we keep ourselves prayerfully active, because it can be very 

difficult for prayer to be regular.  So I was telling him about how precise my prayers can 

be when I write them all out, and that I like to know what my exact supplications before 

the Lord are.  I told him that I was able to lay out my prayers in written form in a way 

that I can’t when I’m speaking. 

 

As we were talking about these things, I said, “When my day is at hand, when I have 

fought the good fight, when I have run the race, and the day of my departure comes, I 

need to have given very clear instructions to Kristy or Jonathan or whoever it might be to 

be sure that they burn the journals.  They will be given instruction to delete the files.  

Then they will need to go into the recycle bin and delete them again.” 

 

Those things can’t stick around after I am gone.  I will never forget the essence of my 

brother’s reply to me.  He said something like this, “But, Jeff, someday your boys might 

read those journals, and those sections that reveal you to be a weak, frail, struggling, and 

fearful man in Jesus, are going to help them the most, because those are the sections they 

are going to be able to relate to.  They are going to go through similar things.”  Wow!  

This was a new perspective on my prayer journals.  

 



What are we going to be looking into this summer in the book of Psalms is the 

outpourings of the hearts of men who struggled with the fallenness of this world and the 

fallenness of their own flesh.  The difference between their prayer journals and mine is 

that these psalms were inspired by the Spirit of the Living God as Scripture.   

 

These men were frustrated and releasing imprecatory psalms – “I hate those who hate 

you.”  There is deep, deep anger and great sorrow displayed in these psalms.  “My soul is 

cast down.”  These things that were inspired by the Spirit of God were recorded in 

Scripture by godly people so that when we experience comparable things, we will realize 

that God is not surprised at what we are experiencing.  He understands it.  In the way that 

He saw the writers of the Psalms through, God can see us through as well.  So in the 

outpourings of the book of Psalms we see vivid descriptions of the hard things that we 

face.   

 

I mentioned to you that there are fifty-one uses of the word help or one of its derivatives 

in the English Standard Version of the Bible.  Last night as I was preparing my heart and 

praying, thinking through my message, I read every single one of them.  Oh, what an 

exercise in encouragement that was!  I want to share with you a few things that I noticed. 

 

It really interested me that so many of the uses of the word help were found in sentences 

also having the language of crying out.  “I cry out to you, Oh Lord, for help,” or “I cried 

out to the Lord for help.”  I thought that was an interesting connection.  Additionally, 

what also struck me is that so many of them had the language of haste in asking for help.  

“Help now.  Send your help soon, before I die.”  That kind of language is in the book of 

Psalms. 

 

Something else that really, really got my attention was also how so much of the use of the 

language of help is in the past tense.  “Lord, you helped me.”  “God, you have been my 

help.”  So whatever burden you are carrying, there is going to be a time, either in this life 

or eternity, where you will look at that trouble in the past tense perspective as well.   

 

We have read Psalm 146 and just to orient ourselves for what is ahead, I want for us to 

see four principles for times of trouble.  You have seen the list of issues we are going to 

deal with in the bulletin.  This morning I want for us just to prepare out mindset in a more 

general sense, and lay out some principles for us to pursue as we enter into or endure 

troubled times. 

 

First, during times of trouble: 

 

1. Remember the frailty of the people around you. 

 

Remember their fallenness.  Remember their limitations.  As I mentioned during the 

introductory part of this message, when times of trouble come, there is a tendency in us to 

first look to the help that other people can provide.  Then when those times of trouble 

endure, we might get frustrated with what other people have not been able to do for us.  

So this psalm has some very direct words about what kind of hope we put in other people. 



 

Look at what it says in Verses 3 and 4 about remembering the frailties of other people. 

 
3
Put not your trust in princes, in a son of man, in whom there is no salvation. 

 
4
When his breath departs, he returns to the earth;  

   on that very day his plans perish. 
 

In this psalm we see that even the best of men and women are mortal men and women.  

They are going to die.  It is almost like a little tragedy that is presented in this psalm.  

Maybe there was that person who finally had the help, resources, and the counsel he 

needed, and unexpectedly that person perished.  He died, and all of the help that he was 

going to be able to give goes with him.  It flies away. 

 

So we see that people are finite.  They are human.  From dust they came, to dust they will 

return.  When this verse speaks of princes, it is talking about the people on this earth that 

have the most potential, the most education, the most resources, the most ability to help.  

But in the end, such people are finite.  They are going to die, and they can die 

unexpectedly.   

 

I think that the word of encouragement that is here for all of us is this:  When we have 

problems in this world, and are putting our bottom line trust in other people, we need to 

recognize that our relationships with those people can unexpectedly change on a dime for 

a whole assortment of reasons.  It could be that some dispute rises up, and the nature of 

the relationship changes.  Your head reels and you wonder what happened.  It could be 

that some kind of sin happens.  It could be that they move.  There is a relocation.  It could 

be like in this psalm, death happens.  Breath departs.  Then what happens to the help they 

were going to provide?   

 

So this psalm is warning us about putting too much stock in any individual person.  

People are here today, gone tomorrow, but the Lord is the One who will always be there.  

He is the One who is infinite.  He is the One who is unchanging.  He is the One who can 

draw closer than any other person on this earth.  He will use different people at different 

stages of life, but those people will come and go, just like you will be the one who comes 

and goes in the lives of other people.  As far as the movements of this life go, God is the 

One who is always there. 

 

So this word from the psalm is that we have got to remember the frailty of the people 

around us and adjust our expectations accordingly, lest we set ourselves up for 

disappointment.  That is not to say that people don’t help us.  They do.  That is God’s 

design, but God is the One who is always going to be there. 

  



The first point of this passage is to remember the frailty of other people.  The second 

point is to: 

 

2. Consider the power of your Creator 

 

Let’s see this as we move forward into Verses 5-7 

 
5
Blessed is he whose help is the God of Jacob,  

  whose hope is in the LORD his God, 
6
who made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them,  

  who keeps faith forever; 

 
7
who executes justice for the oppressed, who gives food to the hungry. 

 

Consider the power of the Living God who created this world and everything in it and 

who remains active and present in this world.   

 

What we read in these verses about God are meant to provide for us a wonderful contrast 

with what we read about princes in Verses 3 and 4.  The prince is finite.  The Lord is 

infinite.  The person is here today and gone tomorrow.  The Living God is the One who 

was, who is, and who is to come.   

 

The human being may or may not come through and keep his word.  The Living God 

keeps faith forever, even to the extent of sacrificing His Own Son to cleanse His people 

from their sin.  The human judge is capable of wrong decisions.  The Divine Judge is the 

One who sees all and, in the end, will rightly balance the scales of justice.  The human 

being is limited in what he or she can provide.  God is the One who created the earth and 

keeps it moving forward day in and day out in such a way that it provides enough food 

for billions of people on this earth, granted that evil dictators and rulers do not cut off the 

supply or hoard things up for themselves. 

 

So we have this contrast in the power of God compared to the weakness of man.  God is 

the One that we need to be trusting in.  Blest is he whose help is God, because God can 

do all of these things.  I think the contrast between Verses 3-7 is summed up by what a 

professor of Hebrew by the name of Bill Barrick had to say.  I like this, “If we trust in 

men we will get what men can do.  If we trust in God we will get what God can do.”  

There is quite a contrast, isn’t there? 

 

The second point of this psalm is to consider the power of your Creator.  The third point 

is to: 

 

3. Keep your confidence in what God can do. 

 

This psalm was written by someone who said that he was resolved to praise the Lord.  

This is in Verse 2: 

 

 



2
I will praise the LORD as long as I live; 

  I will sing praises to my God while I have my being 
 

This person was keeping his mind renewed in what God is able to do.  He kept these 

things in his mind.  So as we move into Verses 7-9 we see this amazing gallery of six 

pictures of God’s personal involvement with people who have varying difficulties.  As 

the people of God we especially need to be confident in what God can do to see us 

through the hard times.   

 

So we read first in Verse 7: 

 
7
…The LORD sets the prisoners free 

 

I wonder if there is anybody here who knows what it means to feel like you are in 

bondage to a certain area of sin.  I wonder if you know how it is to feel like you are held 

captive to a certain attitude that seems to be grained into your mind, and you want to 

think and feel differently, but it seems like it is etched in you.  I wonder if you know how 

it is to have a certain pattern of behavior that just cannot be broken.  It seems like an 

addiction.  The world we live in speaks in terms of addiction.  The Bible speaks in terms 

of slavery.  According to this psalm “The LORD sets the captives free.”   

 

Whatever it is that has you in its grip, God can set you free.  Blest is he whose help is 

God.  Put your hope in Him.  Turn to Him.  Call out to Him.  But there is more here.  

What does it say going into Verse 8? 

 
8
The LORD opens the eyes of the blind. 

 

I wonder if any of you have ever had the experience of needing wisdom for a certain 

situation.  You are not sure which way is up or which way is down, and you need to 

figure out some answers for a situation that is perplexing you, and can’t figure out what it 

is.   

 

We can praise God that He opens the eyes of the blind.  He can help us to see things that 

we had not seen before.  The Lord can bless His people with wisdom.  We need to call on 

Him and ask for it.  Keep in mind that in the meantime the Lord Jesus is as close to you 

as He was to blind Bartimaeus on the road to Jerusalem.  He is there.  He cares.  He is 

concerned.  In His time, He will help you see the answers that you so desperately need as 

you pray, as you seek His Word, and as you seek His will.   

 

But there is more: 

 
8
…The LORD lifts up those who are bowed down; 

 

Has anybody else here ever had the experience where your very soul feels like a one-

thousand-pound weight within you?  Your soul is just heavy.  Once again the language of 

our society is that of depression, being weighed down.  In yesteryear we called it 



melancholy.  The pages of Scripture refer to such an experience as having a downcast 

soul.  Cast down.  Heavy with the burdens of life. 

 

According to this psalm the Lord lifts up those who are bowed down.  The Lord is aware, 

and it is His desire to get you on your feet and see you through.  Have confidence in what 

God can do.  The Lord lifts up those who are bowed down.   

 

Then at the end of Verse 8: 

 
8
…the LORD loves the righteous 

 

That is interesting.  What is that doing there?  We have this gallery of six pictures here.  

Every other picture is of someone in dire straits and in very difficult circumstances.  Then 

at the end of Verse 8, we have, “the Lord loves the righteous.”  What is that doing in the 

midst of a series of people that are dealing with deep, deep hardships?   

 

As I was studying this, I remembered what Jesus said in the next to last Beatitude: 

 
10

Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is 

the kingdom of heaven. (Matthew 5:10) 
 

What we read in Scripture is that the fallen and sinful world hates the righteous standard 

of God.  It comes against those who uphold it as good, even as they, themselves, have 

violated it.  But in humility they have called upon the Lord for salvation and cleansing.  

The world will come against those who stand for God’s standard of what is good, what is 

bad, what is up, what is down, what is dark, and what is light.   

 

When Christians find themselves under the weight of that kind of hatred from the world, 

they can very well be the ones with downcast souls.  What the Lord is conveying to 

strengthen you and to help you stand up for His Truth is this:  While the world might 

come to despise you for it, the Lord loves you with a unique and tender and strengthening 

love.  He is preparing the way for you to enter into His Everlasting Kingdom, where up is 

going to be up and things are not going to be confused.  Light is going to be light.  Good 

is going to be good. 

 

The Lord loves the righteous.  Verse 9: 

 
9
The LORD watches over the sojourners;  

 

You have lived all of your life in one place.  Then it seems the Lord has called you to 

move to another place, and your roots are being pulled up and placed somewhere else.  It 

can feel like you are a stranger in a barren land.  Where am I and who are these people, 

you say, because this is not your homeland.   

 

“The LORD watches over the sojourners.”  He watches them very, very closely with 

care.  This is not some science experiment, where God is putting you in an observation 



hold to see how you respond.  No! It is Fatherly and concern and care.  He watches over 

you.  He is paying attention to what is happening, seeking to send forth His help for the 

needs that arise.  He sends help when it is needed.  That is how God works.   

 
9
The LORD watches over the sojourners;  

      he upholds the widow and the fatherless, 

  but the way of the wicked he brings to ruin. 

 

“He upholds the widow and the fatherless.”  Have any of you lost someone to death that 

was central in your life?  They were always there and they paid attention to every detail.  

You have friends, and they are concerned for you.  They care about you, but have you 

lost someone like a mother or a father or a spouse?  They were acutely aware and 

concerned for all of the details that were lost to other people.  Then the enemy of physical 

death strikes.  They have been removed from your earthly life.   

 

As I read through this gallery for this situation, it seems like the Lord is closer now than 

ever before.  The Lord upholds the widow and the fatherless, the motherless, and the 

others as well.  The picture I have there is of a loving father with his arms wrapped 

around his beloved child, so very close, seeing him through with His love.   

 

Jesus wept at the grave of Lazarus.  His compassions will fail you not.  “The Lord 

upholds the widow and the fatherless.”  Physical death is a serious trial that we will face.  

Praise God for His love and His presence and His comfort.  He is the One who can help 

like no other can help. 

 

When we said goodbye to mom five and half years ago now, I remember saying, 

“Nobody was interested in me like she was interested.”  That was faulty thinking.  There 

are others who are interested.  That is just how I felt at the time.  Here is something that 

God consoled me with:  The very Spirit who made that woman what she was is still ever 

present, and He is going to form me in to the man that He wants me to be.  God is 

present.  He is closer than anybody else.  He has His arms wrapped around those who 

grieve.  He is going to see them through this fallen world. 

 

Now we get into the final thing we have to keep our minds on.  When we are in troubled 

times and it hurts and it is painful, not only do we need to keep our confidence in what 

God can do but need to look ahead to: 

 

4. Keep in view what the future holds. 

 

We got to look ahead to what the future holds.  Verse 10: 

 
10

The LORD will reign forever, your God, O Zion, to all generations. 

  Praise the LORD! 
 

“The LORD will reign forever.”  You will be a part of that reign praising Him all the 

time.  Someday the experience of being held captive or being bowed down or being filled 



with grief or sorrow, will be experiences of the past.  We will see such things in their 

increasing distance in the rear view mirror.  They will be gone, gone, gone!  But if you 

are a Christian, your days of praising God will never ever be a thing of the past that you 

look back on. 

 

Our God, our awesome creative and wonderful God, He is going to have a kingdom filled 

with the praise of His glory, with the stunning revelation of the fullness of who He is.  He 

is going to dispatch so we can serve Him in the most remarkable ways in His ever 

expanding kingdom of grace. 

 

Whoever thinks that Heaven is going to be boring is dead wrong, because your heart is 

going to be so filled with glory that you will praise Him forever.  Praise is something real 

and spontaneous.  It is not rigid.  Praise comes from deep within.  Hallelujah, glory to 

God, because the heart is satisfied.  It is filled.  It is overflowing.  “The LORD will reign 

forever.”  In the midst of that time we will be praising the Lord.  So just get started now.   

 

Given what we read about that gallery in Verses 7-9, this psalmist is no stranger to 

suffering and hardship.  Yet at the very beginning he is resolved, “I will praise the Lord.”  

I will.  As long as I live, I’m going to sing praises to God while I have my being.  I pray 

that we will adopt a similar attitude. 

 

Sometimes when we get in to the deep sorrows of the things of this life, we start thinking 

incorrectly.  I have done it.  This psalm is the compass.  This heads us north.  There is a 

God to be praised.  He loves us.  He cares for us.  As we go through the next two months 

in the Psalms, I pray that there will be real help for real people from a real God who has 

real power to see us through. 

 

Verse 3 tells us not to put our hope in princes.  They die, but there is One Prince that we 

are to put our hope and trust in.  Do you remember how Isaiah prophesied about Him?  

“Unto us a child is born.  Unto us a son is given.  Everlasting Father.  Wonderful 

counselor.  Mighty God.  Prince of peace.”  Jesus is the One who now reigns.  He came 

into this world to be broken for our sin, to shed His blood that we might be made pure 

and fit for the kingdom of holiness. 

 

So there is a Prince who is now King that we put our hope in.  Let’s give praise to Jesus 

as we close in prayer and go to the Lord’s Supper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 

Early in the 19
th

 century, a certain young man made an appointment to visit a physician.  

He said, “Doctor, you must help me.  I always feel overcome with deep and terrible 

sadness.  I don’t want to get out of bed in the mornings.  I don’t think I can go on with 

life."  The doctor looked at him and said, "You must not talk that way!  You must laugh, 

and smile, enjoy life more.   Come with me to the window." He said, "Do you see that 

tent over there in the distance? Well, there is a circus in town.  And there is one clown in 

particular who is marvelous!  His name is Grimaldi.  He will make you rock with 

laughter over and over again. Why not go and see that show.  It will help lift your spirits."  

With deep sadness in his eyes that man turned and said, "Doctor, I am Joseph Grimaldi!" 

 

You will read different versions of that story on different web pages and books.  It 

appears to have its basis in something that happened in the life of an actual man named 

Joseph Grimaldi.  He was a man who was there to make everybody laugh and feel 

lighthearted, but he felt so much despair within himself. 

 

I wonder how many Christians there are that experience something comparable.  We are 

part of the Kingdom of Light.  We serve a risen Savior.  We are called by the Lord Jesus 

Christ to be salt and light in this world.  We are to be those who walk in the light.  But 

what about the Christian who feels that light within him decreasing and becoming so 

dim?  What about the follower of Jesus Christ who finds it so difficult to get out of bed 

every single morning, not because the bed is so comfortable, but rather because their 

soul, the inward part of them, just feels so weighed down and heavy so that it becomes 

difficult to face the day that is ahead?   

 

Depression is experienced far and wide by all kinds of people.  It is no respecter of 

persons.  It afflicts people young and old, rich and poor, black and white, male and 

female.  Understand that it afflicts many followers of Jesus Christ as well for a whole 

array of different reasons.   

 

In Psalm 13 we see a man of God in the mire of a long-lasting bout with spiritual 

depression.  The man is King David of Israel himself.  From this Psalm, we hear his 

anguished cry.  This is not a song of repentance.  It is not a penitential psalm.  It is a 

lament.  David is searching within himself.  He is trying to understand what has gone 

wrong.  The psalm does not point to any particular sin that was in his life.  He is just low.  

He is just down.  At other times he was down and low due to sin in his life.  This psalm 

was not one of those occasions.  His soul was cast down.  He cast himself upon the Lord, 

because for whatever reason, the Lord seemed so very distant to him.   

 

 

“Help for the Depressed” 
  Psalm 13   
  July 10th, 2016 



I hope that this psalm will be a support and an encouragement to any brother or sister 

here who has those bouts of depression, or whoever is in the midst of one of those bouts, 

or whoever is experiencing that downcast soul in an ongoing way.  You need to know 

that you are not alone in that.  Others have experienced it too.   

 

Let’s listen to this call that cries forth from an anguished heart.  Psalm 13: 

 
1
How long, O LORD? Will you forget me forever? 

  How long will you hide your face from me? 

 
2
How long must I take counsel in my soul 

  and have sorrow in my heart all the day? 

 How long shall my enemy be exalted over me? 

 

 
3
Consider and answer me, O LORD my God; 

  light up my eyes, lest I sleep the sleep of death, 

 
4
lest my enemy say, “I have prevailed over him,” 

  lest my foes rejoice because I am shaken. 

 

 
5
But I have trusted in your steadfast love; 

  my heart shall rejoice in your salvation. 

 
6
I will sing to the LORD, 

  because he has dealt bountifully with me. 
 

This is a powerful psalm.  I want to also let you know that it is something of a personal 

psalm for me as well.  Psalm 13 is one of the first portions of the Bible that I taught about 

eighteen years ago when I was a new teacher here at Bethel Grace back in the college 

group.  I was given the opportunity to teach, and this is the psalm that I selected to teach.  

I think I was perhaps carried by the Spirit of God in that selection.  I was so drawn to this 

psalm because of how open David was before the Lord, pouring out the contents of his 

heart as his heart was so dark and dim.  He took it all before the Lord.   

 

I still remember the three points that I made in that Bible study.  I started off with point 

Number One:  God Knows.  I shared some thoughts about God’s omniscience.   He 

knows everything that is going on it the entire universe, and He knows what is going on 

within the heart of each one of His children.  Point one was that God knows.  Point 2 

was:  God Cares.  He is concerned.  It matters to Him.  So on the basis of the fact that 

God knows already and cares about everything that is going on inside of you, cast your 

soul to the Lord in your prayer life, cast your cares upon Him, pour out your heart to the 

Living God in a transparent way.  It helps.   

 

Those are the points that I wanted to make way back as a happy-go-lucky twenty-four-

year-old young man.  I didn’t know back then how often this psalm would become my 

prayer.  It was kind of etched into my mind.  It was placed in my heart.  Little did I know 

the seasons that were ahead of me, where like David, I would be calling out to the Lord 

asking, “Where are You?  Where is Your power?  Where is Your strength. Why am I 

having this dimness within me when there are so many good things going on in my life?” 



 

The first time I taught this psalm I had no idea that I was going to be a pastor.  I was 

twenty-four, and when I would walk out of the house, Dad would always say, “See you 

later, Pastor Jeff.”  I don’t know why he would say that, but I would be so irritated with 

it.  I always wanted to know why he was calling me Pastor Jeff, and I would tell him to 

stop it.  But soon enough I did become a pastor.  Surprise!!  I started off in student 

ministries.  Then I thought that maybe someday I would be a senior pastor when I was in 

my mid-forties, much, much later on in my life.  One thing led to another, and there I was 

as a thirty-two-year-old being called into a senior pastor positon.  

 

I dove in and did not know how often I would feel like I was absolutely in over my head.  

I would have these spells of discouragement within me that did not lift.  I would wake up 

Sunday mornings absolutely drained and exhausted at the beginning of the day.  Nothing 

but the power of the Holy Spirit would lift me through the sermon.  Then I would go 

home and be exhausted again.  I would be just as exhausted on Monday morning as well.   

 

The exhaustion would kind of lift through the week.   Then every Saturday at about noon 

a deep darkness and dimness and heaviness and spiritual battle would bring me low, low, 

and low.  Sometimes during the week, I would be calling out to the Lord, “Where are 

You, and when are You finally going to provide the spiritual resources that will help me 

to lead this church in a way that is going to bring You glory and help the people?”  I just 

felt dim.  Sometimes those clouds still gather over my life.   

 

For me, that is just a taste and times of discouragement, but when we are talking about 

spiritual depression, we are talking about something that sets in and it is heavy, painful, it 

hurts, and it keeps on going.  Here I am teaching this passage again and who knows what 

is ahead of me for the next ten years.  Who knows what is ahead of you?  I’m not sure I 

know what you are going through right now.  You could be in the throes of sorrow of this 

even today. 

 

Or it could be that you are entering into a season of it that you don’t know anything about 

quite yet.  But you need to have some encouragement knowing that Godly people have 

gone through periods of severe depression.  Psalm 42 and 43 speak of it as having a 

downcast soul.  This happens throughout the pages of Scripture for lots of different 

reasons, just like it happens in our lives for different reasons. 

 

If you look at the life of Moses, you will see a spell of deep depression.  He wanted to 

end his life as he was dealing with the overwhelming task of leading all of Israel.  He 

despaired before the Lord.  You can read about Jeremiah.  It seemed that he had 

something of Post-Traumatic Stress Syndrome after the ravages of warfare overwhelmed 

Jerusalem.  He saw the violence.  He saw horrific sights.   

 

Go through the book of Lamentations, and you see a man who is in a deep, deep and 

despondent place.  You can read about Elijah.  He had such high hopes for the repentance 

of Israel.  Then he confronted the prophets of Baal.  God gave him victory, yet the people 

of Israel remained in their idolatry.  It sent Elijah down so low that he just ran away and 



asked God to end his life.  He was done.  This was Elijah, the illustrious prophet.  You 

have Job who experienced so much loss in his life.  You see how it just took down this 

godly man.  Then you have David who experienced multiple bouts with depression for 

different reasons.  There were times when his depression was a result of sin, like the issue 

with Bathsheba and Uriah.   

 

At other times David’s depression was a result of stress.  Or it was from difficulty that 

would come into his life from his enemies.  At other times like in this psalm, he is just 

searching it out.  He is looking within his soul, taking council and trying to figure out 

what was causing all of his depression.  All he knows is that sorrow is in his heart from 

the moment the day begins to the moment it ends.  So spiritual depression will afflict 

even people who belong to the Kingdom of Light.   

 

I don’t approach this as a physician or a psychologist.  I approach this as a pastor with 

confidence in the Living Word of God to help, to strengthen, to support, and to provide 

spiritual resources.  As we look into what the man of God, David, was helped by, I pray 

that you will be helped if you are in it now or face it in the future.  Perhaps it will just be 

a matter of understanding what people are going through so that we don’t make things 

worse.  

 

Let’s take a look at this psalm and see how help for the downcast soul and the depressed 

comes to us in three movements.  I want you to notice how David prays throughout this 

psalm.  Take him as your example and as a sympathetic brother.  When your soul is cast 

down: 

 

1. Be honest with God.  We see this honesty in David’s cry of despair (1-2). 

 

Lay your heart before the Lord.  Pour out your heart to God.  That is what Peter meant 

when he said, “Cast your cares upon him.”  We see David doing this in his cry of despair 

and discouragement that is contained in Verses 1 and 2.  Notice how the most obvious 

sight in these two verses is the repetition of that question, “How long?” 

 

 
1
How long, O LORD? Will you forget me forever? 

  How long will you hide your face from me? 

 
2
How long must I take counsel in my soul 

  and have sorrow in my heart all the day? 

 How long shall my enemy be exalted over me? 
 

How long, how long, how long, how long.  It is repeated four times. 

 

When there are times of anguish, there is an intense desire to know how long the period is 

going to last.  When is it going to be end?  It is amazing how much the human being can 

endure when they see the light at the end of the tunnel, when they know that there is 

suffering now but they can see the light of day ahead, when they can see when it is going 

to end.  So there is a deep yearning to know how long trials are going to last.  Serious 



despondency sets in when we don’t see the end in sight.  David is experiencing some of 

this.  He is saying that his sorrow goes with him everywhere, all day, every day, and he 

does not know when it is going to end.   

 

Here is something else:  Often what a person who is dealing with prolonged depression 

finds is that the people close to them seem to get afflicted with a condition as well.  That 

condition has been referred to as compassion fatigue.  So early on in the depression there 

is sympathy, patience, understanding, and tenderness.  But when that depression lingers 

and lingers, people can start getting to the end of their ropes.  Their sympathy and 

tenderness starts to get rundown.  People start feeling like the depressed person needs to 

snap out of their depression.  They feel the person should just get up and get on with life.  

The depressed person replies that he would love to so tell him where that switch is, so he 

can flip it on!   

 

People in church communities will say, “There must be something wrong with your faith, 

then.  Maybe there is sin that you have not confessed.”  Much like Job’s friends, they can 

become very poor counselors, adding to the weight that is being carried by the person.  I 

pray that the people in your life will not be struck with that condition called compassion 

fatigue, should you ever go through a season like this.   

 

Here is what I can promise you:  Your God is never going to be struck with the condition 

called compassion fatigue.  That is from the heart of Jeremiah to you.  “His mercies are 

new every morning.  His compassions they fail not.”  You have a God who is watching 

over you.  He is concerned, and you can pour out your heart to Your Father who loves 

you.  You can do so over and over and over again.  Be honest with the Lord.  There is 

something about prayer that is powerful.  The release of what is inside can be cathartic 

and healing. 

 

David was dealing with serious spiritual depression.  His soul was cast down.  The 

example given to us in his prayer journal is to pour out your heart to the Lord in honesty.  

Here is something else you can learn from this portion of Scripture for when your soul is 

cast down: 

 

2. Move closer to God.  We see this in David’s plea for help 
 

Move closer to God.  Keep moving closer and closer still.  We see David providing an 

example of this as he moves from pouring out the content of his heart to making 

supplication, to asking God to help.  He is drawing close to the throne of grace seeking 

help for his time of need. 

 

We see this as we continue on to Verses 3 and 4: 

 
3
Consider and answer me, O LORD my God; 

  light up my eyes, lest I sleep the sleep of death, 

 
4
lest my enemy say, “I have prevailed over him,” 

  lest my foes rejoice because I am shaken. 



 

It seems that David is seeking to draw so close to the Lord that the Lord is going to be 

able to see his eyes.  David is asking the Lord to look at what is going on, and to please 

be close enough to see what is going on in his eyes.  So often when a person is downcast 

their eyes tell the story.  You might ask them how they are doing.  They might tell you 

they are fine.  But looking into their eyes you know that there is something else that is 

going on.   

 

David is giving what I think is such a valuable prayer for a season such as this, no matter 

how long that season might be.  He is praying, “Lord, please consider me.  Watch me.  

Listen to me.”  This is his request: “Light up my eyes.  Lord, please help me to see 

clearly again.  Please restore my vision in such a way that not only will I see the things in 

this world that break my heart, but, Lord, open my eyes also to the things that You have 

blest me with.  Give me vision to see those things.  Please put the light back into my eyes.  

Please help me to see what You have done.  Please help me to see who You are.” 

 

It is so wonderful because David was going through this spell of depression, and I am not 

sure when Psalm 19 was written in relation to it, but in Psalm 19 and Verse 8, David said: 

 

 
8
the precepts of the Lord are right, 

     rejoicing the heart; 

  the commandment of the Lord is pure 

     enlightening the eyes; 
 

There is something very, very powerful about the Word of God.  It is living and active.  

So I humbly encourage anybody who has this sorrow to remember that the Word of God 

has power to help you see God’s goodness.  That is coming from a man who went down 

deep in his despair, much deeper than I have gone.  So keep moving closer to the Lord.  

 

Understand this about prayer:  We might get a little perception about prayer that says, 

“Oh, I have my lovely morning devotionals.  They are so wonderful.”  They use to have a 

Thomas Kincaid Gallery at the Long Beach Towne Center.  They had some really cool 

paintings.  I don’t want to say anything negative, but I remember one painting called The 

Shepherd’s Cottage.  It had a babbling little stream and beautiful flowers.  Likewise, we 

get this mindset that our prayer life is going to be a visit to the Shepherd’s Cottage.  

“Where is my chamomile tea?  Where is my biscuit?”  But sometimes prayer is wrestling 

and sweating and struggling, and just saying, “Even when my heart is downcast, I will 

call on God.”   

 

Do you notice in this psalm how David is praying still from a place of great anxiety?  It is 

indicated by the repetition of that little word lest.  “Light up my eyes, lest I become 

debilitated; lest I remain in this bed; lest this bed becomes my prison.”  “Light up my 

eyes, lest.”  David said his enemies prevailed, for him that meant the throne of Israel.  

Maybe in your discouraged state there are manipulative people wanting to take what you 

have, because you are so downtrodden that you can’t move forward. 

 



David is praying from that place.  He is asking the Lord to light up his eyes, and get him 

going again, lest the enemy prevails; lest they look at him, knowing how weak he is, and 

make their move.  So David is praying quite honestly from a very low place.  If you 

expect all of your prayers are going to be from a scene of tranquility, that is not the 

biblical picture of prayer.  Let us praise the Lord that sometimes, hopefully even often, it 

is tranquil!  There will often be delight in drawing close to the Lord. 

 

But if we are going to take in the full spectrum of what Scripture says, we got to see that 

sometimes we are praying from a very dim room.  That is from King David himself, as 

we see in this psalm.  But keep going to the Lord.  Keep going to Him.  Draw close to the 

Lord.  Keep moving closer to Him because He cares. 

 

When your soul is cast down, be honest with God.  Move closer to God and: 

 

3. Keep trusting in God. We see this in David’s statement of faith  

 

Keep trusting.  We have something of a statement of faith when we look at how this 

psalm concludes.  Verses 5 and 6: 

 
5
But I have trusted in your steadfast love; 

  my heart shall rejoice in your salvation. 

 
6
I will sing to the LORD, 

  because he has dealt bountifully with me. 
 

Here we see something of David’s statement of faith.  He is going to keep trusting in 

God.  He is resolving to do so. 

 

I want to tell you something about my week of studying this psalm, trying to swim 

around in it, and prepare some thoughts to share with you.  I am going to let you know 

that these concluding verses were unexpected and strange to me.  In Verses 5 and 6 we 

have the most glorious verses of the psalm.  They are about love and salvation and 

singing.  It is like a breakthrough.  Yes! 

 

But these verses gave me the most difficultly in thinking about how to share this psalm.  I 

was struggling so hard.  All through the week-end my heart was weighed down.  For 

some reason, the easier portion of this psalm was so much clearer for me to think 

through.  The end of the psalm was giving me fits.  The rest of the psalm had been so 

easy.  It would have been easy for me to come up here and talk about the radical 

transformation at the end of this very short six verse psalm, and talk about how amazing 

that is. 

 

At the very frontend in Verse 1, you have a man in a pit.  Then six short verses later, you 

have a man renewed in his singing.  His depression is lifted.  It has past.  It is finished.  

Wow!  Then I recalled how this has worked in certain seasons in my life, and yours as 

well.  You are down in the dumps and you do pray, but that depression and sorrow does 

not lift.  You come to church, and, please come to church, because you need to take in the 



things that are heard in the songs.  You need to hear the things of the Scripture, whether it 

lifts the heaviness or not.  But so often we will pray and read the Bible, and yet 

depression still remains.  It is like a weight inside of us, and it does not go away.   

 

How does this psalm work, because at the frontend it is sad?  Then by the end, David is 

taking flight with wings.  Oh really?  Is that really happening in this psalm?  No!  What 

we have here is David still in the dark night.  He is still in that place of great heaviness of 

heart, yet, by God’s grace, in that heaviness he is resolved about something.   

 

So what we have here is David declaring by the Spirit of God that he will give the 

promises of God more authority than the thoughts of his inward condition.  David said, “I 

am going to trust what God has said rather than trust the voice of my inward heart.”  This 

is so important for us as Christians to hear and understand.  We need to give God’s Word 

its authority, and trust what God says rather than trusting what our depression might be 

telling us. 

 

We have a society that is running amuck, because people are taught to listen to and 

follow what their inward thoughts and feelings and heart might say.  Scripture tells us not 

to do that.  What is going on within is so often deceptive.  Now when we enter into a 

period of spiritual depression it can very well be for a totally understandable reason.  It 

can be a season of great loss.  There is great anxiety that is built up.  There are things that 

need to be addressed.  But understand that what is going on inside of you will often tell 

you outright lies.  Your depression might tell you that it is never going to end.  Or your 

depression might tell you that God has forgotten you and He is nowhere to be found. 

 

These are lies.  Your depression might tell you that God has forsaken you, and that He 

has not just forgotten you, He has turned away from you.  David was even wrestling with 

such thoughts.  But by the end of this psalm he regains his footing, and he said that he 

was going to trust the promises of God more than he trusts what the voices within him 

tell him.  Put your confidence and your trust in what God has told you, because He is 

true.  His love for you is real. 

 

The promises of God’s love for King David helped him to regain his footing.  “I will trust 

in your steadfast love therefore the time is coming when I will sing again.  The time is 

coming when my heart will rejoice again, but for now, I am going to trust.”  This is 

David’s statement of faith.  Listen to what God has promised. 

 

With that I want to go full circle from Verse 6 back to Verse 1.  How about if we answer 

those questions in Verse 1?   

 
1
How long, O LORD? Will you forget me forever? 

 

Friend in Christ, God has not forgotten you.  That is the voice of truth.  God has not 

forgotten you.  God knew you in eternity past before time began.  God has plans for you 

that extend into eternity future, plans that are so glorious and wonderful that your mind 



can’t even fathom.  There is an entire vast span of God’s knowledge of you, and He has 

most certainly not forgotten about you during this time.   

 
1
….How long will you hide your face from me? 

 

God is not hiding His face from you.  He is watching over you.  He is close by, and He 

cares.  He is not hiding His face from you, but I do want to let you know that there are 

times when He will turn His head to the side.  But He turns His head to the side for a 

reason.  One of the most wonderful expressions of how God receives our prayer in 

Scripture is taught in Psalm 116 and Verses 1 and 2.  This psalm talks about when we are 

fainthearted and despondent and whisper our prayers to God with weak voices.  Then 

God turns His head to the side and draws close to our mouths with His ear so He can hear 

every word that is being said. 

 

Are you a follower of Jesus?  Have you told Him that you are a fallen sinner in need of 

grace?  Have you admitted that you cannot save yourself?  Have you asked Jesus to be 

your Savior, King and Lord?  Is that you?  The transformation spoken of in this psalm, it 

is going to be your reality one way or another, whether it happens in this life or in your 

entrance into Heaven.   

 

You are going to sing again.  Your heart is going to rejoice.  Though we were in the 

deepest pit of sin, Jesus entered into it and took it upon Himself.  He rose from the grave.  

He is coming back again, and He is going to reign over a Kingdom of light and love and 

joy and dancing and happiness and laughter.  His Kingdom is going to last forever and 

ever.  You are going to be swept into that, participating in it with a heart lifted up on 

high.  That is going to be your experience throughout all of eternity.  So in the end, Psalm 

13 is happening to you, brother or sister.  It is happening through faith in Jesus Christ.   

 

God has not forsaken you.  He will not forsake you.  But understand something else:  

When Jesus was on that cross He was forsaken for you.  Our sin was placed on Him.  

God’s eyes are too pure to look upon evil without judging it.  That is the meaning of 

Habakkuk’s statement.  When Christ was on that cross, not only did God the Father turn 

His face away, but Jesus was given the just price of every sin that has been committed.  

So understand that in Christ you have been secured into an eternal salvation.  He is the 

way into God’s Kingdom.   

 

If you are here this morning, whether you are facing despondency or you are high on life, 

you need to know that Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life.  No one comes to the 

Father expect through Him.  Put your trust in Christ.  He shed His blood to take your sin 

away.  Apart from Him your sin clings to you still.  If you die without Christ, you face 

judgment.  If you die in Christ, you face glory that will last forever and ever.   

 

So I encourage you here today to put your trust in Christ.  Then guess what comes next?  

Do you know how you let people know that you have come to faith in Jesus?  You get 

baptized!  Let us know if you have come to faith in Jesus so that we can encourage you.   

Be blessed.  Please join me in a word of prayer. 



  
 

 

We are at Part 3 of Real Help for Real People, a Summer Series in the Psalms this 

morning. 

 

I had to give serious thought to the title of this morning’s message, because I kept going 

back and forth between two options.  The first was “Help for the Bitter.”  The other title 

was “Help for the Embittered.”  I wonder if you might be able to detect a big difference 

between those two titles. 

 

Because of the fallenness of the sinful flesh, there are some people in this world who are 

flat out bitter.  They are just sour, smoldering, nasty, and it is just because of sin.  Then 

there are others.  Things have been done to them.  Wounds have been inflicted.  Abuse 

has occurred.  Covenants have been violated.  They have been harmed.   

 

When such things happen in life there is something that happens within a person that is 

called the cry for justice.  The desire for justice is a reflection of the image of God in us.  

In the book of Revelation there are even martyred souls beneath the throne of God crying 

out for justice.  But that desire for justice can turn dark.  It can become something 

poisonous.  It can turn in to something harmful.  It can start to smolder.   

 

This desire for justice can become resentful.  This is bad for the person who is 

experiencing such bitterness.  Even when things have been done to them such bitterness 

is harmful and it is unholy.  The Lord does not want us to stop crying out for justice to be 

done, but He wants us to trust in His power.  He wants us to release those things that 

would consume us.  He wants us to walk in the power of His grace. 

 

This morning I want you to hear the voice of a man who was betrayed by somebody who 

was in his closest circle of partnership, friendship, and trust.  It seems that the 55th Psalm 

was written when David found out that one of his closest advisors and companion 

defected.  Ahithophel was his name, and he was a man that David loved like a brother.  

He was a man that David trusted implicitly.   

 

But as we read in II Samuel 15, when Absalom, David’s son, attempted a coup against 

his father, Ahithophel turned and he sided with Absalom.  He turned against David.  It 

would seem that this Psalm was written when David found out that this betrayal had 

occurred.   

 

Before we dig into the Psalm, take a look at what it says in Verses 12-14.  David is 

hurting in this Psalm and we see the reason why when we look at what it says here.  

Verse 12: 
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12

For it is not an enemy who taunts me then I could bear it; 

   it is not an adversary who
 
deals insolently with me then I could hide from 

   him. 
13 

But it is you, a man, my equal, (the king of Israel treated him like a peer) 

   my companion, my familiar friend. 
14

We used to take sweet counsel together; 

   within God’s house we walked in
 
the throng.   

 

This person was like family to David.  This was a person that David considered as close 

as a brother.  He said that it was his familiar friend.  David considered him family.  Do 

you ever think about the connection between the words familiar and familial?  David said 

that it was his brother who did this to him. 

 

Then look down to see what it says in Verses 20 and 21: 

 
20

My companion
 
stretched out his hand against his friends; 

    he violated his covenant. 
21

His speech was smooth as butter, 

   yet war was in his heart; 

   his words were softer than oil, 

   yet they were
 
drawn swords. 

 

What we find in these two verses is that some kind of sacred trust was violated.  It was 

most likely Ahithophel that this Psalm is talking about.  This man had taken some kind of 

oath of office that he would be there for David’s good, that he would be a trusted advisor 

through the thick and thin, but it was this man who betrayed David.  You see the 

sacredness of the covenant in the use of the word violated.  Something horrible took 

place.   

 

As we read Psalm 55, we have yet another entry in King David’s prayer journal.  As 

David pours out his heart we see the journey of prayer that he took to seek God’s power 

and to recover his peace of soul during a very, very difficult time.  As we work our way 

through this psalm I think that we are going to see that it comes to us in three parts.   

 

The first movement in this Psalm is that we see David’s despair.  That despair then 

transitions to his fury.  Finally, it moves into his confidence.  So as we go through we 

will see first his anguish, then his anger, then we will see how David finds his answer as 

he seeks the Lord.   

 

Brother and sister, you might find yourself experiencing bitterness of soul as a result of 

something that has happened to you.  It was somebody who should have been there for 

your good all along through the thick and thin.  It could have been a family member who 

was supposed to be protecting you and providing for you, but instead they harmed you in 

a horrible way.  It could have been a spouse that you made promises with, yet that 

covenant of marriage was somehow violated.  It could be that there was somebody you 



were in church covenant with.  Perhaps you shared some difficult things of your heart 

with somebody in the circle of your church fellowship, and that person broke that 

confidence and made your personal issues public knowledge.  As a result, a trust has been 

betrayed. 

 

There are so many different ways in which betrayal can happen, but as we see in this 

entry in David’s prayer journal, we can see that there is peace of soul to be sought after 

and recovered for those who belong to the Living God.  Your Father knows.  Your Father 

cares.  Your Father is concerned.  Your Father is faithful. 

 

So let’s take a look and see how David works through this in his prayer life.  As we look 

at David’s experiences as revealed in this Psalm, it may be that you see your own moods, 

demeanors, and experiences reflected here.  In the face of betrayal let’s see: 

 

1. David’s Anguish (1-8) 

 

David’s anguish is revealed in Verses 1-8: 

 
1
Give ear to my prayer, O God, 

   and hide not yourself from my plea for mercy! 
2
Attend to me, and answer me; 

   I am restless in my complaint and I moan, 
3
because of the noise of the enemy, 

   because of the oppression of the wicked. 

For they drop trouble upon me, 

   and in anger they bear a grudge against me.  
4
My heart is in anguish within me; 

the terrors of death have fallen upon me. 
5
Fear and trembling come upon me, 

   and
 
horror

 
overwhelms me. 

6
And I say, "Oh, that I had wings like a dove! 

   I would fly away and be at rest; 
7 

yes, I would wander far away; 

   I would lodge in the wilderness;   Selah 
8
I would hurry to find a shelter 

   from
 
the raging wind and tempest." 

 

We see David expressing his anguish.  How many of you have heard that expression, 

“The bigger they are the harder they fall?”  I was reading through this and a comparable 

expression jumped into my brain, “The closer they were, the harder it hurts.”   

 

When you have been betrayed by somebody, when somebody has done something that is 

cruel or grossly negligent or inflicted a wound, “The closer they were, the harder it 

hurts.”  David had experience with the reality of both of those phrases.  Do you 

remember his experience with Goliath?  The taller they are (he came tottering down), the 

harder they fall (the harder they fall.) 



 

What about David’s experience with Ahithophel?  The closer they were, the harder it 

hurts.  So we have him piling up this language of anguish and turmoil and pain that is 

being experienced deep within his soul.  This is his prayer journal.  These are the writings 

and the expressions of a man who was seeking the Lord and walking in the truth of God.  

You may experience something similar. 

 

Did you notice where David placed the word Selah?  That little word Selah appears 

seventy some odd times throughout the Psalms.  It means is to pause and think calmly 

about what was said.  Where does David place that little word to stop and contemplate?  

It is where he says, “Oh, that I had wings like a dove!  Bye-bye, I would fly away.  I 

would be at rest.  I would wander far away.  I would lodge in the wilderness.  Oh, how 

perfect that would be. 

 

In the midst of his anguish David is giving this expression to how he wanted to cope with 

his hurt.  It is called escapism.  Can you relate to that?  I have been there, have you?  

These hardships and heartache and problems pile up and the solution is to say, “Ovua, 

Adios, Sayonara, Mahalo!  Bu-bye!”  David said that if he could sprout out dove’s wings, 

he would just fly away. 

 

We might say, “Lord, get me in between the wings of a 747.  Get me on that big old jet.  

Maui would be perfect!”  Down by the ocean in Mexico would also be great for a surfer 

like me.  Some of you would prefer the forest, where the rivers are flowing and the trout 

are biting.  We just want to get away from it all.  Isn’t it classic that this is what is being 

expressed here in the Living Word of God to describe what goes on within the hearts of 

the people of God?   

 

Let me say this:  There are such needed and valid forms of recreation and refreshment.  It 

is good.  At the end of August, the Saltzmann family is going to go up into the Sierras.  

That’s fine, but there is a difference between recreation and escapism, trying to run away 

from problems, because the problems are still going to be there.  They need to be worked 

out in the soul of the child of God. 

 

In the late 80s down by the ocean, I would see this bumper sticker on many cars with 

surfboards on top.  That bumper sticker said, “There is nothing a good day of surfing 

can’t cure.”  That is not true!  I can tell you that by personal observation and experience.  

I tried it!  In the midst of trouble times, I tried to put that to the test.  What I would find is 

that I would go surfing, and the problems were still there when I got back.   

 

People try to escape in different ways.  Some think that they can find the solution to their 

problem at the bottom of a bottle.  You won’t find the solution there.  It will only make 

things worse.  Some want to get as high as a kite.  Others will enter into the dark world of 

pornography.  These things will only exacerbate problems and make things worse when 

you are done with your binge.   

 



Most people go into other places of escape.  They Binge watch on Netflix, and start 

watching a series from beginning to end.  There is a place for watching some television 

shows, but if you are in the midst of sorrow or being harmed and just think you can 

escape it all through a television series, what you will find is that series will actually be a 

depressant.  You will come out feeling just as heavy as you did when you went in.  You 

might feel even heavier.  It adds to the lethargy of it all.   

 

In these verses we see movement in the right direction.  Take your burdens to the Lord.  

Discipline yourself to pray.  Cry out to the God of heaven and earth.  Let the Lord know 

what is weighing you down.  Call upon the name of the Lord and pray.  If the Living 

Word of God and the experience of countless Christians is true, it is real help for real 

people in serious trouble.  Take your burden to the Lord.  Cry out to your Father who 

cares.   

 

We see David’s anguish in the midst of betrayal.  Then we continue on and David’s 

anguish is not all that we see.  We see that his mood seems to shift quickly from anguish 

to anger. 

 

2. David’s Anger (9-15) 

 

I wonder if you can see his anger here in Verses 9-15.  Look at what it says: 

 
9
Destroy, O Lord, divide their tongues;  Obliterate.  Demolish.   

   for I see violence and strife in the city. 
10

Day and night they go around it 

   on its walls, 

and
 
iniquity and trouble are within it; 

11
ruin is in its midst; 

    
oppression and fraud 

   do not depart from its marketplace.  
12

For it is not an enemy who taunts me— 

   then I could bear it; 

it is not an adversary who
 
deals insolently with me— 

   then I could hide from him. 
13

But it is you, a man, my equal, 

   my companion, my familiar friend. 
14

We used to take sweet counsel together; 

   within God’s house we walked in
 
the throng. 

15
Let death steal over them; 

   let them go down to Sheol
 
alive; 

   for evil is in their dwelling place and in their heart. 
 

Here we see the words of an outraged king.  His blood is boiling.  His heart is burning.  

His nostrils are smoking.  His ears are fuming.  He is mad.   

 



In Verse 15 he recalls a story from Numbers 16 that seemed to inform his prayer life.  

There was rebellion against the leadership of Moses led by a man named Korah.  God 

caused the earth to open agape and swallow up all of those who stood with Korah against 

Moses.  The earth ingested them while they were still living.  Praying to the Lord, David 

said, “That will work for me.  Can we do that again?  As judgment came against Korah 

and his defectors, let it be done to Ahithophel!”  Here we have David venting his anger 

before the Lord.  He is letting it out.  He is releasing it to the Lord his God.   

 

Did you know that we can pray and release the anger within us to the Lord?  That is what 

David is doing.  This Psalm is written as an example, and we can do that too.  When we 

get stirred up there needs to be a release for our anger.  We see that here in this Psalm.   

 

If you have deep, deep anger festering inside of you, it is going to come out.  Maybe it 

will come out in one of three ways.  Maybe it will come out in the form of some kind of 

eruption.  You can bottle it for a little while.  Then you can’t stand it anymore, and an 

explosion happens.  It might even explode on the people who did not do the harm to you.   

Another way the anger, stress, and anxiety might come out is in that burning sensation in 

your stomach.  Or you can take what is within you and follow the example of David.   

You can say, “Lord I am so upset.  I am so angry at what has happened here.  Lord, I 

don’t know where else to take it, so I am going to cast this care upon you.  Lord, I am 

irate.  I am so angry I could burst.”   

 

Take it to the Lord.  Cry out to the Lord. Verbalize those things to the Lord!  There are 

sometimes when I am big old ball of stress, and I don’t have the discipline to speak it out 

so I get distracted with doing other things.  Then I will open up a Word document and 

rapidly type out all of my frustration, asking the Lord to help.   

 

As we will learn from Psalm 139, there was another time when David does this 

imprecatory Psalm of anger.  He just pours it out.  Then at the very end he says, “Lord, 

here is what is inside of me.  Test me.  I cast what is in my heart out to you.  Test me.  

Examine me.  If there is any offensive way in me, lead me in the right way.”  We have a 

father who is concerned and we can tell Him what is going on inside of us, even when we 

have angry thoughts.  The Psalms are here for us to follow as an example.   

 

Did you notice the winding path of this Psalm as David is now expressing his anger?  

There might be times in your life when you have been harmed.  Somebody has done 

something to you that never should have happened.  Somebody has done something 

horrible, and you are like a basket case.  Our thoughts spin and run everywhere. 

 

Did you notice that in this Psalm?  David started out talking about the anguish that was 

inside of him.  He was pouring it out to God.  Then he turns on a dime and goes from 

deep heaviness and sorrow to calling down judgment.  He is angry.  First he is talking to 

the Lord.  Then out of nowhere he starts talking to Ahithophel, “But it was you.  It was 

you.  We had this fellowship.  You were my friend.  It was you!”  In the midst of his 

prayer to God, David starts talking to the man who did it to him.  He is all over the place. 

 



Now there are some occasions for carefully worded and crafted prayers.  If you are called 

to come and pray on behalf of people in a public setting, it is a very good idea to give 

some forethought to how you might pray.  But there are other occasions when our prayers 

are going to spill over the banks.  We are not necessarily going to be coloring within the 

lines, and God knows it all.  He sees it all.  He is concerned about it all.  David says, 

“Here is my heart, God.”  And here is an example for us to follow.   

 

So we see David’s anguish, and we see David’s anger as he expresses it to the Lord.  

Now we continue on and there is one more aspect of this for us to see.  Having expressed 

his anguish and his anger, the Psalm starts to settle in to: 

 

3. David’s Answer (16-19) 

 

In the end, how are we going deal with anger and hurt, and get it straightened out?  Here 

is David’s answer as we look into what is in Verses 16-22: 

 
16

But I call to God, 

   and the LORD will save me. 
17

Evening and
 
morning and at

 
 noon 

   I
 
utter my complaint and moan, 

   and he hears my voice. 
18

He redeems my soul in safety 

   from the battle that I wage, 

   for
 
many are arrayed against me. 

19
God will give ear and humble them, 

   he who is
 
enthroned from of old,         Selah 

   because they do not change 

       and do not fear God. 

 

There again in the middle of Verse 19 you have the second use of Selah; pause and think 

calmly about this.  That Selah comes right as David thinks about the throne of God.  

David was a man occupying a throne in Israel, but he was aware of the fact that he could 

still appeal to a higher throne.  He spoke to the Lord about the burdens on his heart, 

knowing that the One on the higher throne had power to help in ways that he did not 

know were possible.  So David takes this to the Lord, and he speaks to the King Most 

High.  There, on that throne, he finds his answers.   

 

I have not served in the Unites States Armed Forces.  The people who have, have my 

respect.  Now I don’t know this from personal experience, but what I understand it to be 

something like this:  Imagine that you are a sailor in the U.S. Navy.  You don’t have the 

freedom to go up and speak with the captain of the ship anytime you feel like talking to 

him.  If you are a sailor and you want to talk to the skipper, you need to get permission to 

go and speak to him.   Then once you have been granted access to speak to this man who 

has such authority and power, you can’t just meet him and let everything out in any way 

you want.  You must ask permission to speak freely.  That skipper has the authority to 

grant or not grant such freedom.  But looking at what we find here in this Psalm, David 



recognized that he had the freedom to speak freely about his troubles to the One on the 

highest throne, to the One with the most authority, to the One with the most power and 

ability to help in his time of need. 

 

Look at the picture of the One on the throne in Verse 19: 

 
19

God will give ear and humble them, 

   he who is
 
enthroned from of old,         Selah 

 

Think about that.  The second part of Verse 19 brings in some imagery that helps us 

understand the awesomeness of the One who is on the throne.  First, He has power 

unthinkable.  Second, He has wisdom unsearchable.  He is enthroned and He is enthroned 

from time before ancient time.  He has always been on His throne.  He is the One who is 

aware of every detail of what troubles you, and He sees aspects of things that you don’t 

see.  He sees the sin in their hearts with greater detail than you do, so you can entrust the 

matter to God.   

 

This is what David is understanding.  “I’m going to the throne and need to release this to 

Him.  I need to give this to the Lord.  I am going around in anguish, and I am just flying 

off the handle.  I am so upset that I need to give this to God and have faith that He sees it, 

hears it, understands it, and knows it.”  What is David’s confidence?  God will humble 

them because they won’t repent.  They won’t change.  They don’t fear God, and so God, 

the Living God, He is the One who is going to be at work.  He is the One who will rectify 

the situation.  He will humble them. 

 

Looking at this from a New Testament perspective:  As a Christian severely harmed and 

asking the Lord to work, you can be sure that God will humble those that harmed you one 

way or the other.  It could be that they experience the humility of repentance or it could 

be that they experience the humiliation of judgment for their sin in Hell.  It will be one 

way or the other. 

 

It could be that God works for their salvation.  They change.  They transform.  They 

become contrite.  It may even come to the point where they, with a broken spirit, come to 

you and ask your forgiveness for what they have done.  Then the calling of the Lord in 

that situation is to provide forgiveness, to let them off the hook, because Jesus hung on 

the cross for the sin that they committed.   

 

Humility in their hearts can take place.  They can become new.  They can become 

transformed.  If you have been harmed, I just want you to think about that person, and I 

want you to think about them now experiencing newness of life, a totally different spirit, 

tears flowing, heart broken, newness occurring.  Isn’t that something for us to be praying 

for?  Isn’t that the way of the Master, the Lord Jesus Christ? 

 

It could be that they never repent.  It could be that they have no fear in their eyes of the 

Lord.  They reject the transforming grace of Jesus Christ.  They die in their sin, and what 



they have done to you will be among the sins that they get punished for when they are in 

Hell.  So justice will come.  It is sobering, isn’t it, but these are core biblical truths. 

 

Now somebody might say, “What about the third category, Jeff.  What about the people 

who say they are a Christian, and they have done harm against me, but they just seem to 

be going on easy street?”  We even have to entrust this to the One on the throne.  It could 

be that they have not truly experienced the regenerating grace of Jesus.  They will answer 

for their sin.  It will happen. 

 

It could be that they have faith in Jesus, and if that is the case and they are still 

overlooking what they have done, there is something for us to remember.  Discipline 

starts with the house of God.  God does, in fact, chastise His children for their on-going, 

unrepentant sin.  God may be working in ways that you do or do not see to bring them to 

the place of humility they need to be.  But we need to trust the Lord that He can work.  

That is the place that David came to.  God will give ear.  God will humble them, He who 

is enthroned from old.   

 

As we continue on in this prayer as David talks about the answer, it is interesting that we 

have already noticed that David is speaking to multiple different people.  First and 

foremost, he has spoken to the Lord.  He is calling out to God.  But then for a little while 

he starts speaking to Ahithophel.  But here is the big surprise of this Psalm:  Not only 

does David speak to the Lord and to Ahithophel, but he is going to speak to you.  He is 

going to talk to the ones that he knew might be peering into his prayer journal someday.   

 

Let’s see this as we see how this Psalm ends.   

 
20

My companion
 
stretched out his hand against his friends; 

   he violated his covenant. 
21

His
 
speech was smooth as butter, 

   yet war was in his heart; 

his words were softer than oil, 

   yet they were
 
drawn swords.  (That’s my burden.  What about you?) 

 

“That was my burden,” David said.  Now what about you?  Verse 22: 

 
22 

Cast your burden on the LORD, 

   and he will sustain you; 
 
he will never permit 

   the righteous to be moved.  
23

But you, O God,
 
will cast them down 

   into the pit of destruction; 

men of
 
blood and treachery 

   shall not
 
live out half their days. 

But I will
 
trust in you. 

 



What is David’s word to you?  “Cast your burden on the Lord.”  Give it to God.  Release 

it to Him.   

 

I wonder if Verse 22 is familiar to any of you.  I wonder if that sounds like language you 

have heard before, especially in the New Testament.  My understanding is that the 

Apostle and Disciple of Jesus, Peter, paraphrased that verse later on in the New 

Testament.  He said, “Cast your cares upon the Lord, because He cares for you.”   

 

So David is the one who said it first.  Peter paraphrased it.  Have you ever thought, “Yes, 

I must cast my cares upon the Lord, but what does that mean anyway?  How do I even 

know what it is to cast my cares upon the Lord?  How does that work?”  Psalm 55:22 

kind of links the two verses together.  So if you ever want to know what Peter meant 

when he said to cast your cares upon the Lord, just read through Psalm 55 another time.   

 

From this Psalm, I think that you will find three ways to cast your cares upon the Lord. 

 

How do you cast your cares?   
1. Express your anguish to the Lord. 

2. Vent your anger to the Lord. 

3. Place your trust in the Lord. 

 

This Psalm is a living example of what it means for a Christian to cast their cares upon 

the Lord.  If the Bible is true, this is real help for real people who experience real troubles 

and heartaches in this life.  He will help you.  He will see you through. 

 

If you are here and you have been harmed by another person, I want to let you know that 

you are in good company.  If you have been forsaken by somebody else, if you have been 

betrayed by somebody who should have been there for you, you are not the only one.  

You are in the company of King David who was betrayed by Ahithophel.  But you are 

also in the company of One who was greater than David.  The Lord of all, the King, God 

incarnate, He was betrayed as well by one of His inner circle, by one of the twelve named 

Judas Iscariot.   

 

Do you see glimpses of Judas in Verses 20 and 21?  Jesus could perhaps be speaking. 

 
20

My companion
 
stretched out his hand against his friends; 

   he violated his covenant. 
21

His
 
speech was smooth as butter, 

   yet war was in his heart; 

his words were softer than oil, 

   yet they were
 
drawn swords. 

 

The Savior was betrayed as well.  In the book of Hebrews, we find that His throne is a 

throne of grace.  We can find help in our time of need because Jesus is sympathetic to the 

things that have happened in this world to us who are following Him.  So I pray that you 

would have a sense of His concern, and the fact that He wants you to cry out to Him. 



 

Can I end in a light-hearted way after a heavy passage of Scripture?  I was cleaning out 

the garage yesterday evening.  I took everything out so I could finally sweep out the 

pesky leaves that made their way into the garage.  As we were getting things out of the 

garage, Ryan Wesley found his little three wheeled scooter.  He had not seen it in 

months, and was so excited. 

 

Ryan was explaining to me the braking mechanism on this scooter.  I was busy sweeping 

out the garage and was saying, “Yes.  Great.  That’s cool.  Good.”  Ryan knew what was 

happening and said, “Daddy, I want you to look at me while you are listening.”  I don’t 

know where he gets this stuff.  I wrote that one down.   

 

Do you see the parallel that I am trying to make though?  God is a better father than I am.  

He is aware and He is concerned.  We are living in a dark and fallen world.  Sin happens.  

It is going to happen.  Even Christians will experience devastating things.  In the midst of 

the days we are living in, God will not allow the righteous to be moved.  He will prop us 

up.  He will keep us walking in the Lord. 

 

The day is going to come when we are brought into the Kingdom of everlasting light and 

glory and goodness.  It is a place where sin will not exist and neither will the heartache 

and pain that is associated with it.  That is what lies ahead.  In the meantime, our God 

loves and He cares for us.  We are talking about God’s fatherly care to those who are 

Christians, those who are in Christ. 

 

If you are here this morning and you have never confessed your fallen sinful nature to the 

holy One who is on the throne, the first thing that you need to do is to stop worrying 

about the sin that is out there in the world, and be concerned about your own sin.  You 

need to say, “Lord, I am a sinner too.  I need your forgiveness.  I need the grace that Jesus 

gives to people like me.”  Be aware of your own sin.  Receive the saving grace of Jesus 

into your life.  What you will find is that you will have a friend who sticks closer than a 

brother.   

 

May God bless you as you take these things to heart and work them out with the help of 

your God.  Let us pray.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  
 

 

 

Good morning everybody.  This morning we have the fourth sermon of a seven-part 

series called Real Help for Real People, coming out of the book of Psalms. 

 

I do believe we will find help for the frustrated this morning.  In specific, I am talking 

about the people of God who are frustrated with the age old issue of the prosperity of the 

wicked.  We are talking about how consternating it can be when godless people of 

corrupt character seem to succeed and advance and prevail in this world.   

 

On the one hand you see people with big heads and mouths and big egos.  They have big 

bank accounts, big bucks, big power trips, and they have big followings of people who do 

not seem to see how proud and arrogant and self-centered they are.  On the other side, 

you also see powerful people getting away with criminal activity, with gross negligence, 

with horrific cover-ups.  It may get exposed, but they get a free pass.  People who do 

such things even seem to be elevated to higher positions of authority.   

 

Then you look around and see what is happening in the world, and it can be enough to 

drive you mad.  You may start to burn on the inside.  It can be frustrating.  Not only can it 

be frustrating, but it could be irritating.  It can also be aggravating.  Not only that, but it 

can be infuriating.  If you are not careful, you can overheat and get all burned up on the 

inside.  The follower of Jesus Christ asks Him for help with it all.  The Christian wants to 

represent the Lord but needs some help on how to conduct himself when so many things 

are going on that tend to burn him up inside. 

 

King David wrote Psalm 37 not in the zeal of his youth, but in the calm collected wisdom 

of his old age.  He says so in Verse 25 of this Psalm.  He said, “I’ve been young, now I 

am old.”  So as I picture David writing this Psalm I don’t see a man with a brown beard 

speckled with gray.  I see a man with a beard that is gleaming white.  I see a man with 

eyes that are deep set with wisdom and experience.  Maybe he looks around and he sees 

young men and women in a sense of indignation at what is going on in the world around 

them.  They may have some indignation about the injustices taking place in the city 

around them, the city of Jerusalem, the very city that was supposed to be the city of 

peace. 

 

David sees it, and David provides wisdom.  What is interesting about Psalm 37 is that it 

is not a prayer that is written to God.  Instead, what we see is that it is a word of 

encouragement written to God’s people.  It is sound guidance for the people of the Lord.  

It is meant to give you and I a renewed perspective on things when we feel frustrated 

about things that are going on in the world that we live in. 

“Help for the Frustrated” 
  Psalm 27  
  July 24th, 2016 
 



 

So what does this experienced man of God being carried by the Holy Spirit have to say to 

you to encourage, support, and help you in such times?  Let’s take a look at Psalm 37 and 

Verses 1-11.  

 
1
Fret not yourself because of evildoers; 

  be not envious of wrongdoers! 

 
2
For they will soon fade like the grass 

  and wither like the green herb. 

 
3
Trust in the LORD, and do good; 

  dwell in the land and befriend faithfulness. 

 
4
Delight yourself in the LORD, 

  and he will give you the desires of your heart. 

 
5
Commit your way to the LORD; 

  trust in him, and he will act. 

 
6
He will bring forth your righteousness as the light, 

  and your justice as the noonday. 

 
7
Be still before the LORD and wait patiently for him; 

  fret not yourself over the one who prospers in his way, 

  over the man who carries out evil devices! 

 
8
Refrain from anger, and forsake wrath! 

  Fret not yourself; it tends only to evil. 

 
9
For the evildoers shall be cut off, 

  but those who wait for the LORD shall inherit the land. 

 
10

In just a little while, the wicked will be no more; 

  though you look carefully at his place, he will not be there. 

 
11

But the meek shall inherit the land 

  and delight themselves in abundant peace. 

 

Shalom, brothers and sisters! 

 

What becomes very clear in what we just read is that there are, in fact, crafty and 

scheming people walking the face of the earth.  It does seem as though they are getting 

away with things, doesn’t it?  But what it also declares to us is that for the people of God, 

for those who have humbled themselves under the promises of the Messiah, there is 

peace to come.  This earth is heading for peace.  The King is going to bring in His 

Kingdom, and we will have the fullness of Shalom.   

 

In the meantime, there might be times of frustration that we experience.  In this passage 

there is a primary word of wisdom given to you and I in Christ.  By primary, I mean it is 

literally what the Psalm opens up with.  In addition to that, it is emphatic because it is 

repeated several times.  Do you see the primary word of encouragement to us when we 

get burned up on the inside?  It is to fret not.  It is stated at the very beginning, then it is 

repeated two more times.  It says in the Verse 1: 

 
1
Fret not yourself because of evildoers; 



 

Then it is repeated in Verse 7 

 
7
…fret not yourself over the one who prospers in his way 

 

The implication is that he is prospering in a crooked way.  Then in Verse 8: 

 
8
…Fret not yourself; it tends only to evil. 

 

So over and over again the Psalm tells us to fret not.  What in the world does that mean?  

That language of fretting is the English translation of the Hebrew word Charah.  The 

literal meaning of that Hebrew term is to glow or to grow warm.  Figuratively fretting 

means to blaze up in anger.  I think that another good word to describe the experience of 

fretting described in this Psalm is frustration or maybe agitation.  It is something that 

blends anxiety and anger together. 

 

Here the Spirt through David is telling us thrice, fret not.  Don’t get heated up.  Don’t 

work yourself in to a slow burn.  Don’t destroy yourself with negative emotions when 

you see ungodly people advancing.  To put it another way:  Keep your cool.  Keep your 

composure, and you are going to keep your composure by keeping your perspective.   

 

I don’t know about you, but for me it can be difficult at times to fret not.  Sometimes I 

feel the burn inside of me.  I can just get agitated at the things that are going on.  But here 

is God speaking to us not simply therapeutically but authoritatively, giving us a repeated 

command to fret not.   

 

I am so thankful that not only do we receive the command, but David carried along by the 

Holy Spirit also gives us the rationale.  Fret not is told over and over again.  Don’t burn 

yourself up.  Then he goes on and he gives forty verses of rationale in this Psalm as to 

why the people of God should fret not.   

 

I read through the Psalm multiple times leading into this morning, and as far as our 

purposes on this occasion goes, I could not get past the first eleven verses.  So there is 

much more in the verses that follow.  But our verses this morning are so rich and filled 

with perspective that we need to take them in. 

 

So let’s go through this and see if we can draw from the Holy Text, the Living Word of 

God, some reasons why we are not to fret.  Let’s identify a few reasons why: 

 

I should “fret not?”  Why not? 

 

Here is one reason that the Lord gives us in this Psalm. 

 

1. The wicked will soon wither away. 

 



Fret not over the wicked, the ungodly, and the conniving that seem to be advancing 

because the wicked will soon wither away.  Look how this Psalm starts.  Verses 1 and 2: 

 
1
Fret not yourself because of evildoers; 

  be not envious of wrongdoers! 

 
2
For they will soon fade like the grass 

  and wither like the green herb. 

 

The language of the withering grass, the fading herb and flower is used repeatedly 

throughout the Scripture to speak of the brevity of life.  This was imagery that would 

have been so familiar to the people of Israel, especially those in the agrarian villages 

because the grass would seem so lush and healthy in the Spring, but when the hot east 

winds came, how quickly they would become scorched and dried and browned. 

 

This Psalm is telling us that the people who seemed to be getting away with things are in 

reality fading fast.  They are here today and they will be reduced tomorrow if they don’t 

repent and change their ways, and humble themselves before the Living God.  So we get 

this language of the brevity of their lives in the first two verses, and then it becomes 

stronger as we look at what it says all throughout the Psalm.  Verse 8: 

 
8
Refrain from anger, and forsake wrath! 

  Fret not yourself; it tends only to evil. 
 

When you allow anger to dwell in you it is going to end up leading you into sin.  So, by 

the Spirit, conquer it.  Why?  Verse 9-11: 

 
9
For the evildoers shall be cut off, 

  but those who wait for the LORD shall inherit the land. 

 
10

In just a little while, the wicked will be no more; 

  though you look carefully at his place, he will not be there. 

 
11

But the meek shall inherit the land 

  and delight themselves in abundant peace. 
 

This language of being cut off in Verse 9 is the language of divine judgment.  A time of 

retribution is coming.  God’s judgment will prevail.  It will be measured.  It will be 

precise.  It will be perfect in its distribution.  Whatever unrepentant sinful people do to 

others will be brought back upon their heads by the Living God.  That is what’s being 

spoken of in this passage of Scripture.  With that we are to fret not, because judgment is 

in the hands of the Lord.  He sees the wickedness with far more clarity that we do.   

 

So this week I was in my study and I was digging into Psalm 37.  I am blessed to have 

about half a dozen study Bibles on the credenza behind my desk.  I took out one of those 

Bibles, opened it up to Psalm 37, and began studying it.  Then I literally jumped out of 

my seat when all of a sudden a spider started scurrying all over the page that I was on.  It 

was not a giant muscular type of a spider.  Neither was it a little itsy bitsy microbe of a 

spider, but it was enough of a spider to give your arachnophobic pastor a serious case of 



the heebie jeebies.  After a couple of moments of this spider walking around on my Bible 

and desk, I had certain awakening.  I indulged in some self-talk that went like this, “Jeff, 

you are bigger than that spider.  You are smarter than that spider.  You can do a lot more 

damage to that spider than it can do to you.”  And that spider soon found its proper place 

under my foot.   

 

As David is carried by the Holy Spirit in Psalm 37 I think that there is a certain 

awakening that God intends His people to have.  Even though the people of corruption 

seem to advance and get away with so much, God is so much stronger than they are.  He 

is so much more powerful than they are.  He knows so much more than they know.  They 

are mere mortals dwelling on the earth that He created and presides over. 

 

There is a time of omnipotent judgment coming upon sinners who fail to repent and 

humble themselves and say, “I am sorry for what I have done.  I need forgiveness.  I need 

Jesus.”  That is what awaits even the powerful ones of society that seem to be getting 

away with things.  So this should sober the heart of the citizen of the Kingdom of God.  

Maybe we will even find ourselves with mercy, praying for the people who seem to be 

getting away with so much.  We will be praying that the Kingdom of Jesus enters their 

heart before judgment comes crashing down upon their heads.   

 

This is the Word of the Lord to us.  Keep in mind this tortured life is as good as it will 

ever be for the corrupt.  This troubled world is as bad as it will ever be for Christians.  

You need to keep your perspective on the brevity of life for the wicked.  Life is a vapor.  

It is going to end quick.  Then judgment comes.  So the lost person is the last person that 

the child of God should ever be envious of.  Instead, pray that the Lord will fill your heart 

with mercy.  Point them to the One King who shed His blood that they might be saved.  

This is the priority of the one who is the child of God.  So fret not yourself.  Don’t burn 

up inside.   

 

Keep a sober mind considering the fact that the wicked will soon wither away.  Here is a 

second reason why we don’t get burned up inside when we see the wicked prospering.   

 

“Fret not.”  Why not? 

 

2. You’re called to live in a distinct way 

 

We are citizens of Heaven as we dwell here on the earth.  We are to represent the divine 

community.  We are to be distinguished in the way that we carry ourselves.  That is what 

holiness is all about.   

 

So we read about this distinct life presented beautifully in compact form in Verses 3 and 

4.  We are to live in a distinct way.  What does that distinction look like?  Verse 3: 

 
3
Trust in the LORD, and do good; 

  dwell in the land and befriend faithfulness. 

 
4
Delight yourself in the LORD, 



  and he will give you the desires of your heart. 
 

In those two verses I see that the people of God are to be characterized by their trust, by 

their goodness, and by what they delight in.   

 

First of all, we are to trust in God.  Trust in the Lord.  It has been revealed through the 

prophet Daniel in the second chapter of his prophecy, as well as through other prophets, 

that the Lord our God causes nations, kings, and empires to rise and to fall according to 

His good pleasure.  God has revealed this to us.  In His perfect time, they will all give 

way to the glorious Messianic Kingdom of His Son.  So we need to settle down and trust 

God who is working out His inscrutable plans.   

 

The illustrious Dr. J. Vernon McGee, a brilliant man with a country preaching style 

voice, once gave a piece of wisdom that we need to have.  I think it so applies to trusting 

God.  He said, “This is God’s universe, and He is going to do things His own way.  You 

may have a better way, but you don’t have a universe.”  That is what you need to know!  

You and I need to trust that the Living God knows what He is doing. 

 

When you feel yourself getting frustrated and you are about to be consumed with that 

consternation, you got to start asking some questions of yourself.  “Who sees it with 

better clarity, me or God?  Who hates it more, me or God?  Who has the better ability to 

deal with it in a perfect time and way, me or God?”  And so we rest in the Lord.  Trust in 

God.  That is one element of our distinctiveness.  We are those who are resting, because 

we are trusting in the Living God who created everything, who sustains everything, and 

who is going to consummate everything when Jesus comes back with power, glory, and 

authority.  It is going to be awesome. 

 

So trusting God is one way we are distinct.  But what else does Verse 3 say? 

 
3
Trust in the LORD, and do good; 

 

Trusting God isn’t passive.  We are to be active people.  “Trust in the Lord and do good.”   

 
3
…dwell in the land and befriend faithfulness. 

 

Stay put and do good and bring the good news and the good deeds of the Kingdom. 

 

I saw a real estate advertisement this week.  On that advertisement was a picture of 

Donald Trump with that trademark scowl of his.  Next to him was a picture of Hilary 

Clinton doing some kind of a PowerPoint.  Underneath the pictures it said, “Are you 

planning to move to Canada?  If so, we can help you sell your house!”  So the real estate 

people were saying that it is a tough political climate; maybe the American people are 

losing hope, and are going to leave, and they can help them get out.  I think that was all a 

joke, but here is what David is telling his people as King of Israel. “Yes, we see 

frustrating things happen, but stay put.  Don’t plan to immigrate.  Don’t plan to go off 



and escape like David wrote in Psalm 55 where he said, “Oh, that I had wings like a 

dove.” 

 

But then David got pulled back in by the power of the Holy Spirit, and here he is saying,   

 
3
Trust in the LORD, and do good; 

  dwell in the land and befriend faithfulness. 
 

Be about the good news and the good deeds of the Kingdom of God even in the midst of 

a world that seems like it is going totally crazy, and where things are frustrating.  In the 

midst of the darkness that we live in God has sovereignly and providentially planted you 

right here right now as an outpost of Heaven to put on display the glory of His Kingdom 

by the power of the His Spirit. 

 

So Bethel Grace Baptist Monastery is not in the strategic plans.  We are to stay put, and 

we are to put on display the goodness of the Kingdom.  Do good!  Didn’t Jesus talk about 

this?  “When they see your good deeds they will glorify your Father in Heaven.”  Didn’t 

Peter follow that up in his letter as well?  He said that the world around you might speak 

all kinds of evil about you, but when they see your good deeds they are going to have no 

choice but to glorify your Father in Heaven.  So Peter echoed Jesus. 

 

We are to be those who bring good news of redemption through the shed blood of Jesus 

Christ.  We are to amplify that message by the goodness of the lives we live in the way 

that we serve.  So we are to stay put, and we are to be distinctive in these ways.  As you 

read through the forty verses of this Psalm, you will find all kinds of good and rich 

teaching about what that life looks like.  But for starters, settle down, work a job, be 

faithful in it, be a good neighbor, keep your appointments, be steady, be on time.  Keep 

your word. 

 

The Psalm goes on to talk a lot about generosity.  It also talks about seeking to be good 

parents who have kids that bless others as well.  I love what it says at the center of the 

Psalm about being people of the Book.  Verses 30 and 31: 

 
30

The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom, 

      and his tongue speaks justice 
31

The law of his God is in his heart;  

      his steps do not slip. 

 

We are distinct in the fact that we are glowing in the right way with the truths of the 

Word of God.  So we are to stay put, which is the second part of this distinctiveness that 

we as the church are called to.   

 

So we are distinct in our trust.  We are distinct in the fact that we are to be doing good in 

the land.  Thirdly, we are distinct in what it is that delight in.  We have a unique and 

peculiar delight among the people of this fallen world.  Do you see it in Verse 4? 

 



4
Delight yourself in the LORD, 

  and he will give you the desires of your heart. 
 

We are living in a world that is filled with hedonism.  That is a fancy word for saying that 

there a lot of people who are pleasure seekers.  They want to know how they can get the 

most pleasure for themselves.   

 

Brothers and sisters, family of God, we are no different!  We are to be a bunch of 

hedonists.  Christian hedonists!!  A book by John Piper is called Desiring God:  The 

Confessions of a Christian Hedonists.  He talks in this book about how the human soul 

was shaped and formed to know God, to love God, to be thrilled by who God is.  In short, 

to delight in God. 

 

The essence of what it means in this verse to delight yourself in the Lord is to be a 

worshiper.  Be one who is drawing close to the Lord, understanding who He is, how 

spectacular He is, and how loving He is.  Then with that let your heart delight in who the 

Living God is.  This verse is talking about something very real that is within. 

 

So we are to be distinct by what we delight in.  Then after we delight ourselves in the 

Lord it says that: 

 
4
…he will give you the desires of your heart. 

 

Understand, David is not talking about the desires of a selfish heart or a fallen sinful 

heart.  He is talking about the desire of a worshiping heart that delights in God.  The more 

we get close to God, the more of God that we are going to want, the more of His truth we 

are going to want to receive, and the more that we are going to walk in the ways that He 

has established.  It is going to be like a wonderful circle.  Keep delighting in God and we 

will want more of God, then we will keep getting more of God.   

 

How do we do this if we are walking around smoldering, muttering, and griping?  We are 

to have a renewed perspective.  We are to remember the brevity of life in this world.  We 

are to remember the everlasting blessing of God upon His children.  In these things we 

are to be distinct in the way that we carry ourselves in this world, even when there are 

issues that should be getting resolved immediately but seem to keep going on and on.  

We are to keep our composure.  We are to keep our poise.  We are to keep delighting in 

the Lord.   

 

I should “fret not”?  Why not? 

 

There are two reasons that this Psalm gives us.  One is that the wicked will soon wither 

away.  Second, because we are called to live in a distinct way.  Then third is that: 

 

3. Our awesome God will soon bring the light of day. 

 



What we know is that we are living in days of darkness.  In the midst of that darkness 

there is confusion about what is right and what is wrong, what is up and what is down, 

what is good and what is bad.  There is confusion.  So when the people of God speak 

about the things that are just and right sometimes they get shot down and condemned for 

standing up for what is good.  That too can be very, very frustrating.   

 

I think that Verses 5 and 6 contain prophecy.  I think this is climatic and end-time.  There 

is going to be a soon coming day when God returns.  The light will be switched, and 

everybody is going to be able to see right from wrong.  Look at what it says: 

 
5
Commit your way to the LORD; 

  trust in him, and he will act. 

 
6
He will bring forth your righteousness as the light, 

  and your justice as the noonday. 
 

The light is going to be turned on.  Clarity is going to be provided.  In the end, I think that 

what Verse 6 is promising is ultimate vindication for the people who have stood firm in 

the truths of God.  This verse says that He is going to bring forth your righteousness as 

the light and your justice as the noonday.  The implication is that Christians are going to 

be people working for justice in a fallen world and in a dark society. 

 

When Christians do work for justice in this fallen world, they need to do so without 

burning anger inside of them, but they are still going to be people who have just causes.  

Christians are going to speak forth about those just causes without any fuming 

consternation. Isn’t that what we just read?  Look at Verses 30 and 31 again: 

 
30

The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom, 

      and his tongue speaks justice 
31

The law of his God is in his heart;  

      his steps do not slip. 
 

Walking in the truth of God is a secure place, but it also makes it an outspoken place.  

When you get the Word of God inside of you, what you find is that it needs an outlet.  

That outlet sometimes comes in fellowship.  It often comes out in terms of evangelism.  It 

comes out in terms of speaking about the goodness of God and His ways.  So the time is 

coming when He is going to put the just causes of His people on display so that there 

won’t be any confusion about what was right and what was wrong.  I think this comes in 

the judgment at the end of time. 

 

Now we can be blessed, we can thank God that there are numerous areas where secular 

society remains aligned with biblical revelation about certain matters of social justice.  

When people in the world and people in the church cry out about sex trafficking or about 

child abuse or about the plight of the homeless, there is a certain level of harmony in 

what is being said.  So we can thank God that there are such areas where there is that 

alignment.  But here is where it can get frustrating:   

 



There are others areas where people who belong to Jesus and following the teaching of 

Scripture will speak out about other just causes, and we will be villainized for it.  So 

when the people of God say something about the horror of the widespread use of abortion 

as birth control, we will be villainized for the stand that they take.  We will be told that 

we are unjust for trying to hinder the so-called reproductive rights of a woman.  We will 

be called unjust when we understand ourselves to be speaking something that is biblical 

and just. 

 

Increasingly in our world if a Christian stands up in grace for the biblical vision of 

marriage and what God has designed with one woman and one man in monogamous 

union for life and that anything beyond that is perversion, we will be said to be a bigot 

and unjust.   

 

There are even some who want to silence public evangelism.  We believe that the world 

is fallen in sin and Jesus is the One way to be redeemed out of sin.  We believe He is the 

only way to have forgiveness and cleansing.  But if we take this message publicly, there 

will be people who stand against us.   

 

So there is darkness and there is confusion.  This can be frustrating.  When that irritation 

rises up in us about those things, the Lord calls us back and says, “Take it easy.  Calm 

down, because the day of ultimate vindication is going to come.”  It is given to us right in 

Verse 6: 

 
6
He will bring forth your righteousness as the light, 

  and your justice as the noonday 
 

The lights are going to come on, and things are going to be seen with clarity.  With that in 

view, the people of God are encouraged not to fret and fume. 

 

This is the command of God:  When there is a day that is dark where the people of 

corrupt character come against the people of God, we are to fret not!  We are to keep our 

cool and composure.  We are not to be seen with smoke coming out of the ears.  We need 

to go to the Lord and ask Him to calm our hearts and help us to keep our composure.  I 

think this is very clear in this passage of Scripture.  This is God’s will for the frustrated, 

and He will help. 

 

My first car was a 1980 Toyota Celica.  Mom and dad were so good to me in multiple 

ways.  They got that car for me at Christmas time when I was seventeen.  They wrapped 

up the keys in a little box.  I was so amazed when I opened up that little box.  I could not 

believe it.  I ran outside and behold, there was this shiny car.  

 

My parents also wanted to help me stand on my own two feet, so in their wisdom get who 

was going to pay for the insurance and gas?  Me!  I also needed to gather the money 

when repairs were needed.  I was making minimum wage at that time.  Then one day my 

engine over heated.  Sure enough, there was a crack in the radiator.  I had to try and save 



up and get it fixed.  But I still had places to go.  So I had to keep filling up that radiator 

with antifreeze. 

 

Brothers and sisters, here we are and we are not in the resurrection yet.  We have not 

been glorified yet.  There are still cracks in us.  There are still many indications of our 

fallenness even though we have been forgiven of our sin.  There could be occasions 

where we become irate about things in an ungodly way.  There is a place for righteous 

indignation, but so much of the anger that we experience in, in fact, sinful. 

 

We need to keep going back to the Lord to get the Living Water back into our system so 

that we don’t overheat.  We need to keep going back to the Lord over and over and over 

again, asking to be filled with living water.  Otherwise, it is possible that we may blow 

our engines.  We can get really upset.  So we need to keep going to the Lord, taking in 

the power of His Spirit, taking in the truths of the Word of God so that we won’t burn up. 

 

The good news is that the Day of Resurrection is coming.  The good news is Jesus is 

going to come back.  Part of His resurrection plan is the resurrection of your body.  Guess 

what?  Your radiator is not going to be broken anymore, but you will keep going back to 

the Lord over and over and over again, because He is filled with so much delight.  He is 

filled with so much pleasure.  These are the things that we have to look forward to. 

 

So when you are tempted to get frustrated remember that you in Christ are a part of a 

Kingdom that will never end.  What are we going to experience throughout eternity?  

Verse 11: 

 
11

But the meek shall inherit the land 

  and delight themselves in abundant peace. 
 

Jesus raised that an octave.  David was writing this to Israel.  Jesus raised it up, “The 

meek shall inherit the earth,” the resurrected New Heavens and Earth.  We will forever 

enjoy the reign of the Prince of Peace with nothing to ever frustrate us and burn us up on 

the inside again.  Until then let’s keep going back to His Son with the renewal of His 

grace. 

 

Let’s pray. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 

Let us open up to Psalm 27 together please.   

 

This morning’s message is entitled Help for the Fearful.  From what I can tell lots and 

lots, if not most, people fall under the fearful category.  The most common command that 

is given in the pages of Scripture is fear not.  This same command comes in different 

ways.  It is either fear not or don’t be afraid or be strong or be courageous.  Do not be 

afraid.  This command comes hundreds of times from the heart of God to His people in 

the pages of Scripture.   

 

I think that that is because God knows how much His people are prone toward fear.  We 

deal with the fear of lots of things, be it the fear of man, the fear of the future, the fear of 

failure, the fear of public speaking, the fear of saying something stupid, o the fear of 

saying something in a voice that is quivering and shaking, so we don’t speak up when we 

want to speak up.  We fear spiders.  We fear different forms of bodily sickness and 

deterioration.  We fear making wrong decisions.   

 

On the top of that fear list is public speaking!  People would rather die than speak in 

public.  I think that fear comes from being so vulnerable when speaking in public. You 

would like people to have a certain impression of you, but in public speaking you can slip 

up so easily and say something that sounds off the wall.  Then the image you wanted to 

portray is destroyed.   

 

Public speaking is difficult but it speaks to a deeper issue.  We have a tendency to fear so 

many things.  The Lord addresses this with us, and we are going to consider this issue 

this morning.  We have to be careful, however, that we don’t think that overcoming 

fearfulness is going to be a matter of a sudden momentary and forever transformation, so 

that the child of God can give testimony and say, “I was once a fearful person.  Then I 

realized the power and the strength and support of God, and now, behold, I am a bold and 

courageous person.  That’s who I am all of the time now.” 

 

If you think that is how it works, then you need to think again.  As a follower of Jesus 

and a child of God seeking to overcome fearfulness in any area of your life, do not be 

surprised when you experience being on a high peak where you are surging in the 

confidence that the Lord seems to be giving you, but then soon after you find yourself 

stumbling into a low valley.   

 

There will be times when you surge with confidence one day and then you find yourself 

wanting to crumble in cowardice the next.  You will speak with boldness on one 

occasion, but it is all you can do not to clam up with timidity on the next occasion.  Don’t 

get demoralized when that happens.  There are heights that we attain, but there are also 
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challenges that we are going to continue to face.  It ends up being a lot like what we read 

about Simon Peter on the boat with Jesus.  There he was approaching the Lord walking 

on water by faith, then all of sudden he is sinking down asking the Lord for help.  I think 

that registers with so many of us because that is, in fact, our experience. 

 

Psalm 27 was written by David the King of Israel.  This Psalm is so remarkable because 

of the contrast that it presents to us.  So in the opening portion of this Psalm, the language 

is elevated with confidence, but then something happens and we observe the tone 

changing.  Suddenly this Psalm brings us back down to the ground.  The contrast is so 

striking that even conservative Bible teachers will say that it might be possible that this 

was actually written as two different Psalms at two different times and inadvertently in 

the process of putting the book of Psalms together, they were merged as a single Psalm.  

That is how striking the contrast is. 

 

I don’t go in that direction, because what we read in this Psalm is the experience of so 

many of the people of God.  They will surge with the confidence of the Lord, then there 

are times soon after that when they will experience fear.  Sometimes this can actually 

happen in one single prayer.  I think that that is what we see happening before us in this 

Psalm. 

 

So this gives us a really clear picture of what we can expect.  I think that David put this 

experience in his prayer journal for the people of God so that they might anticipate what 

their experience might be as well as they seek to overcome fearfulness.  God does, in 

fact, want us to be bold and courageous, but we need to see a clear picture of how this 

works out in the lives of God’s people. 

 

Let’s take a look at Psalm 27.  I want to read through the whole Psalm, seeing the two 

prats of it.  We will see two landscapes. 

 

1. David’s trust on the highlands of faith (1-6) 

2. David’s cry from the lowlands of fear (7-14) 

 

Let’s read through Psalm 27 together. 

 
1
The LORD is my light and my salvation; 

  whom shall I fear? 

 The LORD is the stronghold of my life; 

  of whom shall I be afraid? 

 
2
When evildoers assail me 

  to eat up my flesh, 

 my adversaries and foes, 

  it is they who stumble and fall. 

 
3
Though an army encamp against me, 

  my heart shall not fear; 

 though war arise against me, 

  yet I will be confident. 



 
4
One thing have I asked of the LORD, 

  that will I seek after: 

 that I may dwell in the house of the LORD 

  all the days of my life, 

 to gaze upon the beauty of the LORD 

  and to inquire in his temple. 

 
5
For he will hide me in his shelter 

  in the day of trouble; 

 he will conceal me under the cover of his tent; 

  he will lift me high upon a rock. 

 
6
And now my head shall be lifted up 

  above my enemies all around me, 

 and I will offer in his tent 

  sacrifices with shouts of joy; 

 I will sing and make melody to the LORD. 

 

Amen!  Hallelujah!  There is David up on the highlands.  But I wonder if I am the only 

one who notices a change in the tone as we continue on.  Verse 7: 

 

 
7
Hear, O LORD, when I cry aloud; 

  be gracious to me and answer me! 

 
8
You have said, “Seek my face.” 

 My heart says to you, 

  “Your face, LORD, do I seek.” 

 
9
Hide not your face from me. 

 Turn not your servant away in anger, 

  O you who have been my help. 

 Cast me not off; forsake me not, 

  O God of my salvation! 

 
10

For my father and my mother have forsaken me, 

  but the LORD will take me in. 
11

Teach me your way, O LORD, 

  and lead me on a level path 

  because of my enemies. 

 
12

Give me not up to the will of my adversaries; 

  for false witnesses have risen against me, 

  and they breathe out violence. 

 
13

I believe that I shall look upon the goodness of the LORD 

  in the land of the living! 

 
14

Wait for the LORD; 

  be strong, and let your heart take courage; 

  wait for the LORD! 
 

At the frontend of this Psalm we have David swelling with confidence to such a degree 

that it seems like he believes himself to be utterly untouchable.  He is safe in the cover of 

God’s power.  There is nothing that anybody can do about it.  There is certainty at the 



frontend of the Psalm, but then before you know it David is casting himself on the grace 

of God.  He is asking that God not be angry with him, that God would not forsake him, 

that God would not cast him away.  Then by the time we get to the end of the Psalm, 

what we see is David waiting for the renewal of that strength that was so powerful at the 

very frontend of what just read. 

 

There is something of a contrast that we see here in this Psalm.  As a brother who serves 

in pastoral work and Christian leadership and who stills deals with various areas of fear, 

particularly the fear of man and doing something that is going to irk other people, what 

really helped and strengthened me anew about the nature of courage in the Lord in this 

Psalm is this:  On the one hand, courage is something very, very powerful, but don’t 

expect it to be something that is perpetual. 

 

Courage in the Lord is very powerful, but it is not a constant high or strengthening that 

you are going to feel within your soul.  That was not David’s experience as we see here 

in this Psalm.  His feelings of strength were very strong, but then his feelings subsided 

and he was looking for them to swell up again.  What we need to understand is that the 

Lord will give you courage and strength, but He is going to give it to you one day at a 

time.  He is going to give it to you one issue at a time.  The Lord is going to give you 

what you need when you need it.  The Lord is going to have you constantly coming back 

to Him for renewal in His strength, fellowship, and power so that you can be in 

communion with the Lord constantly at all times in the things that you face. 

 

The Lord is not going to one day say poof, and suddenly you become some all-star Ninja 

warrior who is never afraid of anything at any time.  Instead, what He is going to do is to 

give you what you need when you need it and keep you coming back to Him over and 

over again, being renewed in the character that He wants you to walk in.  We need to be 

those who cling to the Lord and keep going back to Him through all of the trials that we 

face in this life. 

 

We see David in this Psalm trusting in the highlands of faith.  Then we see him crying 

out from the lowlands of fear.  I think this morning it will be most helpful for us to hear 

David’s cry from the lowland of fear.  After all, this sermon is entitled Help for the 

Fearful.  What we read in Verses 1-6 is what is possible as we walk through what David 

experienced in Verses 7-14.   

 

I want for us to take a close look at how David cries out.  I want for this to help us as we 

experience those times where we are feeling intimidated by things, or feeling uncertain 

about the future, or feeling a little bit overcome with how powerful we think that person 

is and how we are pulling back from them when we should be speaking up.  Let’s see 

what it says in this passage of Scripture about recovering the courage that the Lord wants 

us to keep walking in. 

 

Here is what we need to see first about recovering our courage.  We are going to start 

with something very basic.  It is one of the absolute fundamentals of the Christian life.  

Recover courage by: 



 

1. Calling out to God for help (7) 

 

Cry out to the Lord.  Call upon His name.  Pray when you are in the midst of those hard 

times.  As we see what it says in Verse 7: 

 
7
Hear, O LORD, when I cry aloud; 

  be gracious to me and answer me! 

 

Lord, I am down here in the pits.  I am crying out to you.  Can you put me back up on the 

rock where I belong?  Be gracious, Lord, I am crying out to you.  What we see here is 

exemplary for us.  We have to be those who call out upon the Lord when we are not 

walking in the courage that we are supposed to be walking in.   

 

Our family has been spending time recently at Del Valle Park so the kids can play.  

Recently Ryan Wesley he had this surge of confidence as he was going up the big kid 

rock wall.  He went up and up as I had my eye on him.  I was rejoicing and so excited to 

see him climb that wall.  But as I was watching him, I saw his face change.  He wanted to 

get over to the monkey bars, and realized that he could not make.  He was too far up to 

get back down.  Do you know what he did?  He called out to me for help! 

 

It delighted me to see him pushing himself by going higher and higher up on that big rock 

wall.  Then when I saw him get stuck, do you think I was anything but pleased when he 

asked me to come support him.  So I came up behind him, got a good firm grip on his 

stomach, and he reached up for those monkey bars straining and made it all the way 

across.  It was just a blessing for me.  I was pleased with my son the whole time.   

 

What we find in the pages of Scripture is that God presents Himself to us as a good, 

perfect, and loving Father who is aware, interested, and concerned.  There is a certain 

word that is used all throughout the Old Testament to describe the love of God for His 

covenant people who have come to Him by faith.  The word that describes the love of the 

Lord is steadfast.  The love of the Lord is stable.  It is there.  “The steadfast love of the 

Lord never ceases,” as we sing in the song. 

 

So there are going to be times when you are pushing yourself and as you do, the Lord 

loves it and He loves.  There are going to be times when you get stuck and are in way 

over your head.  When that happens, call out to Him.  He loves you.  There are going to 

be times when you are moving forward and straining yourself, but it is God’s power 

supplying you with what you need.  He loves you.  There might be times when you feel 

like giving up and being complacent and timid.  He loves you.  He is a Father.   

 

Understanding this, we need to call out to the Lord.  In this Psalm we have a warrior 

king.  We are talking about a man who hunted bears and lions to protect his flocks.  We 

are talking about a man who slaughtered the giant Goliath when the trained warriors of 

Israel were quivering on the sidelines.  Yet here is a man crying out to the Lord, because 

he recognized that he was in over his head.  That is a pattern for us.  When you have 



these fits of fearfulness are you calling out to God?  Prayer is just the most fundamental 

aspect of our relationship with Him.  We take in His Word then we call back in prayer.  

As we call upon His Name, He will supply us with divine resources to rise up in the 

courage that characterizes His Kingdom.   

 

Are you calling upon the Name of the Lord?  First, you recover that sense of courage by 

calling on God for help.  Here is something else that we learned from this Psalm.  you 

recover that courage by: 

 

2. Staying focused on the favor of God (8) 

 

You recover courage by staying focused on Him.  Are you living for the favor and the 

approval of man or are you basking in the glory and in the favor of God?  Look at the 

interaction of David with the Lord in what it says in Verse 8. 

 
8
You have said, “Seek my face.” 

 My heart says to you, 

  “Your face, LORD, do I seek.” 
 

God wants us to seek His face.  Here is something that I think the people pleasers in the 

house might be able to relate to:  We can be those who notice every subtle expression on 

the faces of other people.  We see their faces react to certain things.  It may happen that 

you notice the disappointment on their face when you say no to something that they 

wanted you to do.  That image stays with you.  Or you see the irritation on other people’s 

faces when you ask them to do something and you get the sense that they don’t want to 

do it.  You notice how their face responds.  It is something that will haunt the people 

pleaser. 

 

That is why I absolutely love how the King James Version renders the calling of 

Jeremiah.  God is calling this young prophet in to the ministry of the Word in Jeremiah 

Chapter 1.  Jeremiah said no, that he was too young and could not do it.  And God saw 

his fear and said, “Don’t be afraid of their faces.”  That really captures the essence of 

what is there.  Don’t be afraid of how their faces respond.  God was calling Jeremiah to 

go and say some things that were going to be very difficult for the people of Israel to 

hear.  God was preparing him by telling him not to be afraid of the visual response of 

their faces. 

 

As the people of God we have to be those who are not worried about the facial 

expressions of other people when they are responding to the uncomfortable or difficult 

things that we need to say and do.  Instead, we need to be seeking the face of the Lord.  

God said to David, “Seek my face,” and David said, “With all of my heart.  It is your face 

that I seek.”  We are talking about understanding the favor of the Lord.  If you are in 

Christ understand that His face looks upon you with favor.  When you are seeking to 

exert yourself to do and say things that might not be received well by people around you, 

yet it is the calling of God, understand that the face of God is shining upon you as He 

blesses you and helps you and strengthens you. 



 

Like God said to David, he says to you, “Seek my face.  Consider how I am responding 

to the measures that you are taking.  Seek my face.”  So we see that earlier in the Psalm 

this was absolutely the key to David’s confidence.  He said in Verse 4: 

 
4
One thing have I asked of the LORD, 

  that will I seek after: 

 that I may dwell in the house of the LORD 

  all the days of my life, 

 to gaze upon the beauty of the LORD 

  and to inquire in his temple. 

 

So David was saying, “I want to get before the Lord and I want to gaze upon Him.  I want 

to inquire of His will.”  That is worship, and that is getting into the Word to discern the 

will of God for us.  The more that we spend time worshiping the Lord, peering into 

Scripture to know His character and will, the more glory will fill our hearts, and the more 

we are going to find that fear subsiding.   

 

It is almost like David wanted get a transfer order from the Lord.  It is like he put in a 

formal request from God to be moved from the tribe of Judah to the tribe of Levi.  Like 

he did not want to be the king anymore.  Instead he wanted to be the high priest and go 

into the tabernacle every single day so he could gaze upon the beauty of the Lord.  He 

wanted to be in the tabernacle all of the time worshiping and seeking the Lord.  That was 

key to the strength that we see David conveying here in the early portion of this Psalm.  

So I want to let you know that there is going to be a direct correlation to the glory of God 

increasing in your heart and the strength of God increasing in your life.   

 

Some people say that some people are so heavenly minded that they are no earthly good.  

Well, David was so heavenly minded that he was becoming earthly good.  He was being 

filled with the strength and the glory of the Lord.  That is something that we need to hear.  

The time that we spend with the Lord needs to translate in to action in the world.  We see 

David getting strong through that personal time. 

 

Recover your courage by staying focused on the favor of God.  Are you a man pleaser or 

are you a God pleaser?  We see this also in this Psalm.  We continue on.  Recover your 

courage by: 

 

3. Trusting in God’s grace (9-10) 

 

Walk in that strength of the Lord by being renewed in His mercy for sinners like us who 

have come to Him for forgiveness. 

 

Once upon a time in the world of fiction and fantasy there was a person by the name of 

Kal-El.  He is otherwise known as Superman.  He came from the planet Krypton, and he 

found that he had super human powers here on earth.  But there was one substance that 

absolutely drained of him of that power – kryptonite!   



 

Getting into the real universe that God created, we are here as citizens of Heaven.  We 

belong to Jesus the King of heaven and earth.  But sin weakens the people of God.  That 

is why Peter told the one’s he was writing to in I Peter 2:11, “Abstain from the passions 

of the flesh which wage war against your soul.”  Walking in sin, being in the darkness, 

and tolerating sin and not repenting of it can have a weakening condition on the 

Christian. 

 

Sin is so potent. It is such an enemy that still lingers even after we have come into the 

light and have confessed our sin.  We can still feel weakened by the power of sin.  But 

the fact of the matter is that we are still in the light and God intends for us to be restored 

and walking in strength.  

 

I think that was the case with David as we look at what was written in Psalm 27 and 

Verses 9 and 10.  We see him dealing with this issue of regaining that strength even as 

the guilt of sin was still kind of hindering him.  Look at what it says in Verses 9 and 10 as 

David cries out from the lowlands, he says: 

 
9
Hide not your face from me. 

 Turn not your servant away in anger, 

  O you who have been my help. 

 Cast me not off; forsake me not, 

  O God of my salvation! 

 
10

For my father and my mother have forsaken me, 

  but the LORD will take me in. 
 

Here we see David being strengthened and filled with courage anew as he trusts in the 

mercy and in the grace of God.   

 

There was a time back in my early twenties when I was constantly going around the 

house strumming an acoustic guitar.  Even in student ministry I would sometimes find 

myself leading some choruses and praise songs.  There is a song that I would sing and 

play at the house and with my brothers and sisters at church over and over again based on 

Psalm 51, “Create in me a clean heart and renew a right spirit within me.  Cast me not 

away from thy presence, Oh Lord.  Take not thy Holy Spirit from me.  Restore unto me 

the joy of my salvation, and renew a right spirit within me.” 

 

For those of us who have sung that song and have studied Psalm 51, that is familiar 

language to us.  But it is echoed here for us in this Psalm.  There is comparable language 

between Psalm 51 and Psalm 27.  Did you see it?  “Hide not your face from me.  Turn not 

away in anger.  You have been my help.  Cast me not away.  Cast me not off.  You are 

the God of my salvation.”  It is very similar language.   

That comparable language makes me personally believe that what is written here in 

Psalm 27 is kind of the aftermath of David’s repentance from the sin that he committed 

with Bathsheba and against Uriah the Hittite.  What we see as David sought to fortify and 



strengthen himself by trusting in the grace of God, is that divine mercy is even more 

powerful than parental mercy.   

 

Parental mercy can be a very, very powerful thing.  What we read in Verse 10 is very 

interesting.  David said: 

 
10

For my father and my mother have forsaken me, 

  but the LORD will take me in. 
 

What is that all about?  How do we understand that biographically in the life of David?  

Many Bible scholars will say that David is speaking hypothetically in this verse.  “Should 

my father and my mother forsake me, God will still receive me.”  But the language of the 

ESV seems like it is something much more concrete: 

 
10

For my father and my mother have forsaken me, 

  but the LORD will take me in. 
 

What happened?  We don’t get the record of anything that can explain this when we read 

through First and Second Samuel or the Chronicles.  But conjecturing about this, perhaps 

David’s parents were still living when the whole issue with Bathsheba and the murder of 

Uriah took place.   

 

Maybe they found out about it.  Maybe in interacting with his parents about it, David 

could see the distain on their faces.  Maybe (capital “M”) that produced some distance in 

his relationship with his parents.  Maybe his sin changed something.  I can’t tell you for 

sure.  All I know is that it says that in Verse 10: 

 
10

For my father and my mother have forsaken me, 

  but the LORD will take me in. 
 

When you come to the Lord after committing sin, no matter how big that sin is, and tell 

Him that you have done something wrong and ask for forgiveness, understand that the 

Lord will forgive you.  It is the Lord’s desire to restore.  That is why we have the 

ministry of restoration in church based on Galatians 6:1 

 
1
Brothers, if anyone is caught in any transgression, you who are spiritual 

should restore him in a spirit of gentleness…” 

 

Restore and make them strong again.  Even when you have gotten right with the Lord 

after sinning, Satan will use that as one of his sharpest tools to stab you with over and 

over again.  Even though the Lord is in the business of making you bold, strong, and 

courageous, you can feel weakened.  If sin causes you to crumble down inside, trust in 

God’s grace like David did.   

 

God pictures Himself as the father in the parable of the prodigal son.  Do you remember 

how the father in that parable took his son back, even after he had been in the with the 



pigs and tempted to eat their food?!  The son came back home all messy.  When the 

father saw him coming back, he pulled up his robe so he could run to meet his son.  He 

took his son back in.  So we need to know that the Lord intends to keep us and make us 

strong.  We see that here in these passages of Scripture.  We have to be those who trust in 

God’s grace.   

 

Recover your courage by calling out to God for help; by staying focused on the favor of 

God; by trusting in God’s grace, and by: 

 

4. Renewing your mind every day (11-14) 

 

I was going back and forth on that point wondering if every day is often enough.  Is it 

enough that we renew our minds every day or should we be like Psalm 1, “Blessed is the 

man who meditates on the Word of the Lord day and night.”  Then you can throw in 

lunch time as well.  Then we are talking. 

 

Understand, fear is one persistent foe.  It does not go away and stay away the first time 

you tell it to get lost.  Your fear wants to cripple you.  Your fear wants to bring you 

down.  Your fear wants to lie to you.  Your fear wants to hinder you.  You could tell your 

fear to get lost and it might get chased away, but just because you lock the front door and 

bolt the back door, does not mean it is not going to try to get back inside of you again.  It 

will go through the doggie-door!  Then you might board up the doggie-door, and fear will 

try to get back in through the bathroom window.   

 

Fear will try to get back in and hinder you and make you afraid.  That is why we got to 

keep going back to the Lord over and over and over again, renewing our minds.  I think 

there is something of that revealed to us in Verses 11-14. 

 
11

Teach me your way, O LORD, 

  and lead me on a level path 

  because of my enemies. 

 
12

Give me not up to the will of my adversaries; 

  for false witnesses have risen against me, 

  and they breathe out violence. 

 
13

I believe that I shall look upon the goodness of the LORD 

  in the land of the living! 

 
14

Wait for the LORD; 

  be strong, and let your heart take courage; 

  wait for the LORD! 
 

So we have David asking the Lord to teach him His ways over and over again.  We have 

David doing self-talk, “Here is what I believe.  I believe I am going to see the evidences 

of God’s goodness upon my life everywhere. The evidences of His blessing are going to 

give me strength.  I am going to wait on the Lord, and I’m going to be strong and I am 

going to let my heart take courage.  I’m going to let what I am learning in my mind 



inform the condition of my heart.  I will let it take courage.  I will walk in the strength of 

the Lord.  I will represent the Kingdom.” 

 

David is being determined about it.  If you are a person who struggles with fear of 

different natures, be determined about the renewing of your mind.  Take in the truth of 

God and tell yourself that you are going to be strong and bold with His help.  It will be 

God producing this in you as you daily renew your mind.   

 

With that we will close in a word of prayer in the knowledge that the Lord knows all of 

the things that cause you fear.  He is there.  He is waiting for you to cry out to Him.  He 

will help you.  He will strengthen you.  He will keep you afloat.  He will see you through.  

He loves you more than you can even imagine or measure.  So walk in the strength of the 

Lord. 

 

Let’s close in a word of prayer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 

This morning’s message is titled Help for the Guilty.  I do believe that there is grace and 

support to be found for the person who knows what it means to have blown it in a major 

way.  I wonder if there is a man or a woman here who knows what it is to succumb to 

temptation and to feel like you have ruined your life, and your testimony, and your walk 

with the Lord. 

 

It seems that you are despised because of what you have done.  It seems that because of 

your sin people are repelled from you.  You even wonder if God Himself is finished with 

you.  You ask, “Is there help for somebody like me.”  I will let you now with a very 

resounding yes there is help to be found for even those who have fallen into grievous sin.   

 

We find this assurance for us in the pages of Scripture.  As we have spoken of it in 

previous messages in this series.  David was the king of Israel.  He was a man who did 

have a sincere devotion to God, but there were times when he behaved in appalling ways.  

Perhaps the most notorious of his sins was his adultery with Bathsheba.  He saw her.  He 

desired her.  He took her, and she became pregnant.  The trademark of sin is that it takes 

you deeper and deeper into its abyss.  You go further and further into it than you ever 

could have imagined yourself going.   

 

After committing this sin Bathsheba became pregnant, David did not confess his sin to 

the Lord and to the people who were affected by it.  Instead he attempted to conceal it.  

He tried to cover it up.  She was the wife of one of his most trusted and loyal soldier, a 

man by the name of Uriah.  David retrieved Uriah from the battle lines and attempted to 

get him inebriated so that he would have an evening with his wife, but Uriah was too 

noble to spend the night with his wife in that way while his brother soldiers were in 

battle.  So that attempt to cover up his sin did not work.  Reacting to this, David sent 

Uriah back to the battle lines with a letter to the commander telling him to put Uriah up in 

the front lines.  Essentially, David was writing his death certificate when did this.   

 

David committed these things, and for the period of about one year he lived in absolute 

guilt and misery as he sought to conceal his sin.  Then mercifully God struck David 

through with the sword of His Spirit as He sent Nathan the Prophet to go and confront 

and uncover David’s sin.  When David was confronted the fountains of his soul were 

broken and all of the pent up shame and guilt and remorse came flowing forth from him.  

I believe it came flowing out of him in the form of the 51
st
 Psalm.   

 

I don’t know when this Psalm was written, but I would not be surprised if it wasn’t 

written the very night that Nathan confronted and rebuked David for what he had done.  

So in this Psalm we see David repenting.  It is a penitential Psalm.  What we have before 

us here is a Psalm of spiritual recovery.  It reveals David’s great folly and his restoration.  
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It is a Psalm that reveals to us the transformation of his heart before the Lord as he 

confesses his sin. 

 

I believe that there is hope and direction to be found for any brother or sister in Christ 

who has succumb to temptation, and you have the guilt of sin pent up inside of you.  

There is direction.  There is help to be found in the Psalm that the Spirit of God prompted 

David to write.   

 

Let’s see what is written here in this portion of Scripture.  Psalm 51: 

 

To the choirmaster. A Psalm of David, when Nathan the prophet went to 

him, after he had gone in to Bathsheba. 

 
1
Have mercy on me,

 
O God, 

    according to your steadfast love; 

according to your abundant mercy 

    blot out my transgressions. 
2
Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity, 

    and cleanse me from my sin! 
3
For I know my transgressions, 

    and my sin is ever before me. 
4
Against you, you only, have I sinned 

    and done what is evil in your sight, 

so that you may be justified in your words 

    and blameless in your judgment. 
5
Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, 

    and in sin did my mother conceive me. 
6
Behold, you delight in truth in the inward being, 

    and you teach me wisdom in the secret heart. 
7
Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; 

    wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. 
8
Let me hear joy and gladness; 

    let the bones that you have broken rejoice. 
9
Hide your face from my sins, 

    and blot out all my iniquities. 
10

Create in me a clean heart, O God, 

    and renew a right spirit within me. 
11

Cast me not away from your presence, 

    and take not your Holy Spirit from me. 
12

Restore to me the joy of your salvation, 

    and uphold me with a willing spirit. 
13

Then I will teach transgressors your ways, 

    and sinners will return to you. 
14

Deliver me from bloodguiltiness, O God, 

    O God of my salvation, 

    and my tongue will sing aloud of your righteousness. 



15
O Lord, open my lips, 

    and my mouth will declare your praise. 
16

For you will not delight in sacrifice, or I would give it; 

    you will not be pleased with a burnt offering. 
17

The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit; 

    a broken and contrite heart, O God, you will not despise. 
18

Do good to Zion in your good pleasure; 

    build up the walls of Jerusalem; 
19

then will you delight in right sacrifices, 

    in burnt offerings and whole burnt offerings; 

    then bulls will be offered on your altar. 

 

I wonder if anybody noticed how in Psalm 51 David gets to the heart of the issue.  He 

speaks of the condition of the heart several times.  Three times the word heart is used as 

he is pouring out this repentance to the Lord.  In Verse 6 he talks about how the Lord in 

this is teaching him wisdom deep inside of his secret heart.  Then in Verse 10 he is telling 

the Lord to create a clean heart in him and to purify him inside.  Then there is a word of 

great assurance to be found in Verse 17.  Herein I think there is great help for the guilty.  

Here is what it says: 

 
17

The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit; 

    a broken and contrite heart, O God, you will not despise. 

 

In the midst of this Psalm, David has a world of confession and contrition in his heart.  

He says, “I have come to understand that You will not despise any person who has a 

contrite heart, or anybody who is humbled and broken down in this way.  God, you are 

not going to be repelled by them.  Instead You are going to be drawn to them.” 

 

The same tends to be true of those who have been sinned against.  When they see 

somebody whose heart is truly broken because of what they have done, and they are 

repentant deep within, there is something that is drawn into them to support and to give 

aide and to give mercy. 

 

We see here in this Psalm that when there is somebody who is guilty of sin, a contrite 

heart is at the source of their healing.  That word contrite is very important.  It is Dakah 

in the Hebrew.  The essence of the word to be collapsed and to be crouched down.  So 

when a person is contrite in heart, they do not have the posture of self-justification, 

standing upright talking about how totally understandable it is for them to do what they 

have done.  There is no rationalization in a contrite person.  That is what tends to repel 

people. 

 

On the other hand, there is a crouched down heart, a burdened and broken heart, that 

says, “I am contrite.  I am broken for what I have done.  I understand the sinfulness of my 

ways.”  The promise here in this passage of Scripture is that God will never despise such 

a heart.  God opposes the proud, but gives grace to the humble.   

 



I know a young man.  He is a man I love.  He is a young man who walked with the Lord 

and who walks with the Lord, but he committed sexual sin.  He had sex with a girl before 

marriage.  In God’s sight that is sexual sin.  A pregnancy resulted from it.  The Spirit 

worked in his heart in a powerful way.  He confessed his sin to the Lord, but it was not 

enough.  He knew that there were people that were being influenced by his life, so he 

stood before a gathering of people, and he confessed his sin with a humble and a contrite 

heart. 

 

Going in he was scared, because that is a difficult thing to do.  By the movement of 

God’s grace, His Spirit and the people of God, he came out renewed, energized, loved, 

and supported.  And he went in to a new phase of his life walking with the Lord.  That, 

my brothers and sisters, is the power of God’s grace through His Spirit and through His 

people to renew even His people who succumb to temptation in sin.  He had a contrite 

heart, and a contrite heart is not something to be despised.  Amen?! 

 

I want for us to take a look at what is written here in this Psalm, because I think in it we 

will find the qualities of a contrite heart.  This is the path of healing for the guilty.  So 

let’s take a closer look at this Psalm.  I want for us to see: 

 

Five Qualities of a Contrite Heart 

 

I pray that we are those who walk in holiness, but if that time comes where we stumble 

and fall, we need to pray that God produces a heart in us that is just like David’s heart.  

Here is the first of five qualities of a contrite heart: 

 

1. It takes responsibility for sin (1-6) 
 

A contrite heart takes personal responsibility, and it does not seek to evade that 

responsibility.  We see this when we look at what it says in the first six verses of this 

Psalm.  I am going to get grammatical on you again, because grammar is important in the 

study of texts like this.  David keeps using something called the personal pronoun in 

Verses 1-3.  He keeps using the word my, and that word denotes ownership.  Notice this 

as I read Verses 1-3: 

 
1
Have mercy on me,

 
O God, 

    according to your steadfast love; 

according to your abundant mercy 

    blot out my transgressions. 
2
Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity, 

    and cleanse me from my sin! 
3
For I know my transgressions, 

    and my sin is ever before me. 

 

This is an example of somebody owning up to their sin.  David is taking responsibility.  

He does not mimic Adam who blamed the woman God gave him.  David is not here 

blaming Bathsheba.  He is not blaming his father, Jesse, for childhood neglect, sending 



him out into the fields with all those sheep for days at a time.  He is not blaming it on his 

big brothers who used to badger him and make fun of him for being a little runt.  He does 

not blame it on his past. 

 

He says, “This happened because of my transgression.  I sinned.  I did this.  It is on me.”  

If a person is going to be healed of the guilt of sin, he needs to take responsibility for his 

action, and not try to rationalize or justify it, or evade personal responsibility.  That is 

hard because the fallen human flesh, it is so self-righteous.  It really comes out when 

people start trying to rationalize their behavior.  We have all been there, right?  So David 

is taking responsibility and how refreshing it is in a world of people who blame their sin 

on everything but themselves. 

 

David continues and delves deeper into the issue as we see in Verses 4 – 6. 

 
4
Against you, you only, have I sinned 

    and done what is evil in your sight, 

so that you may be justified in your words 

    and blameless in your judgment. 
5
Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, 

    and in sin did my mother conceive me. 
6
Behold, you delight in truth in the inward being, 

    and you teach me wisdom in the secret heart. 

 

David said in Verse 6, “Lord, you want truth from deep within us.  You are teaching 

somethings to me about the nature of my sin.  You are informing my heart.  Here are 

some things that I am realizing.  Lord, this sin is supremely against you.”   

 

I think that David did, in fact, understand that his sin was against Bathsheba, Uriah, 

Bathsheba’s family, and against Uriah’s family.  But David came to this understanding of 

sin being an offense to the God who created Bathsheba and Uriah.  So he has this very 

strong and heightened understanding that his sin is against the Lord, not just people.  

 

David goes on to talk about how he was brought forth in iniquity and conceived in sin.  

What Verse 5 basically means is this:  I can think all the way back to my earliest time and 

surely into my infancy I have had a sinful nature.  I have sinned because I have a sinful 

nature.  I have been fallen all my life.  So David is owing his sin and taking responsibility 

for it.  Brothers and sisters, if we are going to be those who are healed of the guilt of sin, 

there needs to be ownership of that sin 

 

There is a man by the name of Mark Twain.  Have you ever heard of him?  He wrote a 

book called Tom Sawyer.  Mark Twain was something of a critic of the Christian faith, 

but he is recorded as having said something about the human nature that I think we can 

totally agree with.  He said about each one of us, “We are like the moon.  We have a dark 

side that we don’t want people to see.” 

 



People who are going to be healed of their guilt will be those who admit they have a dark 

side, reveal it, and admit their sin and their responsibility.  This is the first quality of a 

contrite heart.  It takes responsibility for sin.  But it does not just stay there.  It wants to 

be cleansed of that sin.  A heart that is being broken and contrite over transgression wants 

to be purified and be made new.   

 

2. They yearn for God’s gracious cleansing (1-2; 7-9) 

 

We see this in David.  He is not content just to wallow in a sinful state.  He asks God to 

cleans it from him.  Look at how this comes to us in Verses 1 and 2 and Verses 7-9. 

 
1
Have mercy on me,

 
O God, 

    according to your steadfast love; 

according to your abundant mercy 

    blot out my transgressions. 
2
Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity, 

    and cleanse me from my sin! 

 

Then similar language is repeated in Verses 7-9: 

 
7
Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; 

    wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. 
8
Let me hear joy and gladness; 

    let the bones that you have broken rejoice. 
9
Hide your face from my sins, 

    and blot out all my iniquities. 

 

Here is a contrite heart that is just longing to be clean in the sight of the Lord.  He is 

saying, “Lord, Father God, be like a scribe.  Blot out the record of my sin.  I don’t want it 

in Your book anymore.  Can it be removed somehow.  Please!  In addition to being like a 

scribe, blot out the record of my sin.  Be like a launderer.  Wash the stain of sin from the 

garment of my soul.  Lord, get your Hyssop branch.”   

 

In our day we have scrub brushes.  Back in those days they took these wiry little portions 

of shrubs, and they would try to get things out of garments by scrubbing them with 

hyssops.  David was saying, “Be the good launderer and cleans this from me.  Lord, be 

like a high priest, my great high priest.  Give me this ceremonial cleansing so that I may 

enter into your presence and boldly sing praises again.”   

 

So here we have David longing for cleansing and this is the cry of a humble heart in 

relation to sin.  He is asking God to make him clean in His sight.  It is remarkable to see 

such language from this man in Old Testament days looking forward to the Messiah.  

How much more healing truth comes into our hearts when we think about the songs that 

we have been singing of New Testament realities about the shed blood of the Messianic 

King.  

 



God has provided a supernatural cleansing agent.  Oh the precious and curious blood of 

Jesus.  The blood of Jesus cleanses our soul.  Look at what David says in Verse 7: 

 
7
….wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. 

 

It does not say as white as snow like it is recorded in the book of Isaiah.  David says even 

whiter than snow.  In all honesty, I have spent much more time in the ocean than I have 

up on the slopes.  I can remember going to Mammoth Mountain a time or two with a 

snow board, and being up there when the snow was fresh and powdery and just gleaming, 

gleaming white.  It was so white I had to put sunglasses on. 

 

That is how clean Jesus makes the contrite and humble sinner.  So if you have guilt from 

sin, confess that sin.  Don’t rationalize it.  Take it freely to the Lord, and ask Him to 

make you clean.  Guess what Jesus has the power to do?  He can make you clean in 

God’s sight.  That is what you call grace and mercy.  It is something very kind and 

undeserved. 

 

We go on and we see more qualities of a contrite heart.  The second quality is that it 

yearns for cleansing grace.  Another quality of a contrite heart is that: 

 

3. It desires renewal and restoration (10-13) 

 

It wants to keep walking in that joyful obedience to the Lord.  I saw this photograph on 

Facebook, and I got a kick out it.  I’m a dog lover.  These kind of things kind of crack me 

up.  (Pastor displays photo on overhead). 

 

(Quote on photo says) “And the best part is that I got a bath earlier.”  Look at that good 

looking German Shepherd lying in a puddle of muddy water, and he just got his bath that 

morning.  You got to love dogs, right?  This can be slightly frustrating.  Lydie-Lou does 

that.  We give her a bath and we lock the doors, because the first thing she is going to do 

is go out to the backyard and roll all over the grass.  Then she comes back in with an 

additional coat of grass. 

 

Now getting back to the life of the Christian.  The person who has a heart of humility 

before the Lord in relation to sin understands the cleansing grace of God upon him, and 

does not want to go back in the mud and the mire again.  He wants to walk in holiness 

and obedience to the Lord.  That is something that is characteristic of a heart that is being 

transformed by grace. 

 

Do you see it there?  Look at what it says as we continue on in Verses 10-13 where David 

says: 

 
10

Create in me a clean heart, O God, 

    and renew a right
 
spirit within me. 

11
Cast me not away from your presence, 

    and take not your Holy Spirit from me. 



12
Restore to me the joy of your salvation, 

    and uphold me with a willing spirit. 
13

Then I will teach transgressors your ways, 

    and sinners will return to you. 
 

“I don’t want to be like Saul.  He was so hard-hearted, and he was so proud that the Holy 

Spirit could no longer anoint him.  I don’t want to be like that.  Lord, don’t take your 

Spirit from me,” David says.  “Instead restore to me the joy of your salvation and uphold 

me.  Hold me up.  Prop me up when I want to let myself fall again.  God, intervene.  

Uphold me with a willing spirit.”   

 

This is a beautiful verse.  God is both on the outside and working on the inside.  He is 

holding David up with His hand and He is granting a willing desirous spirit within.  Then 

after David’s transformation he states that he will teach transgressors God’s way.  Sinners 

will return to You. 

 

The contrite heart does not want to go back and live in the darkness and the mud of sin.  

It wants to live in the light of God’s presence.  It desires renewal.  It desires ministry.  It 

desires to serve God’s purposes.  It desires to have a redemptive role in the lives of 

others.  This is a heart that is being transformed.  It is a contrite heart. 

 

Have I told you about the surfboard graveyard before?  There is a surfboard graveyard up 

in the rafters of Dad’s garage.  I have been surfing since I was about eleven or twelve 

years old.  I have had many, many surfboards throughout the years.  Surfboards are made 

out of foam.  They have a fiberglass covering.  But sometimes something bad happens 

and surfboards get dings.  In surfing terminology, a puncture in the board is called a ding.  

After a ding, the foam within the fiberglass is exposed.  If you don’t fix the dings 

properly, the board starts to get waterlogged.   

 

I got lots of dings in all of my surfboards, but I never took the time to fix them properly 

with resin.  Instead I would use my trusty old roll of duct tape to patch the dings.  But 

duct tape does not properly fix those dings.  So water would seep into each one of those 

boards, and, surely, the board would become waterlogged.  Soon enough the fiberglass 

covering would become detached from the foam, and the board would get all brown.  

Then the boards would just get ruined.  Hence the surfboard graveyard where all of my 

waterlogged surfboards go.   

 

Here is the point I am trying to make:  Do you think there is some kind of special place, a 

graveyard up in the rafters, for Christians who have been all dinged up and bruised with 

even their own choice to sin?  Do you think that is God’s plan?  Does God tell us we have 

blown it and have to go up to the rafters, being set aside.  Of course not!  God is about 

restoration and renewal.  God fixes the broken.  God desires to utilize His people, even 

the ones who have been guilty of sin. He wants to renew them.  He wants to heal them.  

He wants to fill them with the gifts of His Spirit, there to be utilized for the purposes of 

His glory as they have hearts that are humbled, have confessed their sin, have owned 

their sin, and have sought renewing grace.   



 

So I hope that these come as healing words to those who know the guilt of their sin.  God 

still desires to use people like us, and He can.  This is what David is longing for in Verses 

10-13.  We continue on.  There are a couple more points about the qualities of a contrite 

heart.  Something else that we see here is this:  A contrite heart: 

 

4. Is deepened in its worship (14-17) 

 

A contrite heard does not seek church services and sacrifices and offerings as a way to 

balance the scale to try and make right the guilt.  Instead, there is something much deeper 

that must be taking place in the worship of the saint who is walking in the ways of the 

Lord.  It says in Verses 14-17: 

 
14

Deliver me from bloodguiltiness, O God, 

    O God of my salvation, 

    and my tongue will sing aloud of your righteousness. 
15

O Lord, open my lips, 

    and my mouth will declare your praise. 
16

For you will not delight in sacrifice, or I would give it; 

    you will not be pleased with a burnt offering. 
17

The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit; 

    a broken and contrite heart, O God, you will not despise. 
 

If you are a person who has come to know your sin and you try to alleviate the guilt of 

that sin by attending church services, or by giving to a certain fund or an offering, or by 

giving service time, rather than going before the Lord and confessing your sin with a 

broken heart, the things you do will not help to alleviate your guilt.  That is what David is 

saying here.  David says that God does not even want our sacrifices apart from a broken 

and contrite heart.   

 
16

For you will not delight in sacrifice, or I would give it; 

    you will not be pleased with a burnt offering. 
 

David is talking about somebody who has a heart that is filled with sin that they are 

cherishing and holding on to, and not confessing and repenting of it.  Instead the 

sacrifices of God are a broken spirit. 

 

But then once you have confessed your sin and have gotten right by seeking repentance 

and grace, then what happens is that the floodgates of praise start coming forth from your 

lips. You have gratitude in your heart that makes its way out the mouth gate.  David is 

talking about singing praises.  It also comes out the hands gate.  You want to give.  You 

want to provide.  But there is a prerequisite for these forms of worship to be acceptable.  

We have to come with hearts that are genuine before the Lord.  We have to confess that 

sin first.  So religious activity is not going to alleviate guilt apart from a heart that has 

been humbled.   

 



A quality of a contrite heart is deepened in its worship.  There is one more quality of a 

contrite heart: 

 

5. It’s broadened in its concern (18-19) 

 

I think that we see this when we go into Verses 18 and 19 

 
18

Do good to Zion in your good pleasure; 

    build up the walls of Jerusalem; 
19

then will you delight in right sacrifices, 

    in burnt offerings and whole burnt offerings; 

    then bulls will be offered on your altar. 
 

At the end of this Psalm David is interceding for Jerusalem.  He is praying for the welfare 

of the city.  It might seem that these verse are somewhat out of place for a Psalm like this 

one but they very important, because when a man or a woman’s heart has become 

contrite they become sobered up in relation to the way that their sin has affected other 

people. 

 

I think that David has come to understand that he has been walking around in this daze 

for the past year.  He is supposed to be the king and commander in chief of the city and 

he has not been in his right mind.  He has not been thinking clearly.  He realizes the 

vulnerability of the city because of the way that he has been behaving.  Now recognizing 

this, he also prays to the Lord, “Do good to the city, build up its walls, make sure it is 

strong, make sure it is fortified, in spite of how I have been this past year.” 

 

When there is a man or a woman who has come to understand the guilt of their sin, he 

will also pray, “Lord, help me to make it right with the people around me.  Here is where 

it starts.  I will pray for them.  I’m going to pray that they will do well, for their safety, 

and their welfare.”  That is another element of a heart that has become contrite.  Its 

concern is spread out to others as well.   

 

As we conclude, I want to tell you that about two or three weeks ago I had been catching 

a few waves down by the Seal Beach Pier.  After surfing I was walking back to my car 

along the grassy area, and I stepped on some kind of splintery, spiky, tiny wooden 

something that lodged itself under the skin of my foot.  It hurt!  I started walking back to 

the van limping.  It was a tiny splinter, but it affected a region much greater than where it 

was lodged.  I went home and I tried to get it out.  It was so difficult to do.  I ignored it 

for a while, but eventually I had to go and get the tweezers, and dig it out. 

 

This is how it is in relation to guilt.  It will lodge itself in you, and it will affect you until 

you have dealt with the heart of the matter, until you have dealt with the sin that has 

gotten lodged inside of you.  If worse comes too worse, that guilt will become numb and 

you will become calloused and hardened.  That is not good.  

 



Is the Spirit of the Living God bringing anything to your heart and to your mind?  Help 

for the guilty applies to all of us.  The entryway into the Christian life, the salvation of 

Jesus Christ, is to confess the guilt of your sin.  Even Christians still have fallenness 

inside of them, and they can still sin.  So is the Spirit of God working something in you?  

Is there something you have been trying to conceal from the Lord?  Is there something 

that you need to confess to Him?  Is there something that you need to humbly 

acknowledge to a person that you have sinned against?   

 

There is help for the guilty.  Our God is a gracious God.  But what we have seen in this 

Psalm is what it takes for that guilt to be removed.  It comes through humility, 

brokenness, and contrition, all carried out by the grace of God.  May God bless you.  May 

the Spirit empower each person here to do what is necessary to have such guilt removed, 

and to have the joy of salvation pulsating through your hearts once again. 

 

Let’s go to the Lord in prayer.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 

Will you please join me in Psalm 139?  We will turn our attention there as we conclude 

our series in the Psalms this morning.  I do believe we will find hope and help for the 

lonely here.   

 

It may be the single person who is living in what feels like the solitary confinement of his 

apartment; or it may be the man or woman, old and full of years, now feeling a gaping 

hole in their heart and lives as they grieve the loss of the husband or the wife of their 

youth.  Or it might be the husband or the wife whose spouse is still living but the 

marriage is dead, and they feel like they are living in a morgue because the house is so 

cold and indifferent; or it could be the young person who has relocated to attend school 

somewhere else and can’t seem to connect with the other people in their classroom.  They 

feel Velcro that has worn out since they can’t seem to connect with anybody. 

 

Whatever the details of the situation, there are many people who have the sense of being 

alone and disconnected, and it is a painful experience.  There are many, many Christians 

who are included in this situation.  This is the case now, and this has been the case all 

along.  You will find people experiencing loneliness in the pages of Scripture from its 

earliest pages to its latest pages.   

 

What we find is that the cry of loneliness sounds forth from the book of Psalms over and 

over again.  We might expect that, because it is a common human experience, and the 

Psalms are like the prayer journal from the heart of the Christian who experiences the 

whole gamut of emotions in this life. 

 

Look at a few cries of loneliness that come out from the book of Psalms.  David prays in: 

 

Psalm 25:16-17 

 
16

Turn to me and be gracious to me, 

  for I am lonely and afflicted. 

 
17

The troubles of my heart are enlarged; 

  bring me out of my distresses. 

 

For many people the troubles of this life are enlarged just as the Psalm says because they 

feel that they are experiencing those hardships on their own without anybody to support 

them.  This is the experience of loneliness. 
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Psalm 38:10-11 

 
10

My heart throbs; my strength fails me, 

  and the light of my eyes—it also has gone from me. 
11

My friends and companions stand aloof from my plague, 

  and my nearest kin stand far off. 
 

The psalmist is saying, “Yes, there are people who fall under the category of friends and 

family members, but let me give some other words that really, really describe what my 

relationship with them is like.  Two words for their relationship to me is aloof and far 

off.  They don’t seem to be that concerned with the things that are going on in my life.” 

 

Here is another one: 

 

Psalm 69:20 

 
20

Reproaches have broken my heart, 

  so that I am in despair. 

 I looked for pity, but there was none, 

  and for comforters, but I found none.  

 

Here David the Psalmist is saying there are plenty of people casting reproach upon him 

and it is breaking his heart.  However, when he looks for friends to comfort him, he is 

coming up empty.  This is coming to us from the Word and from a man who experienced 

these things.  He is a brother in the Lord. 

 

Here is another Psalm of cry from a lonely heart: 

 

Psalm 102:6-7 

 
6
I am like a desert owl of the wilderness, 

  like an owl of the waste places; 

 
7
I lie awake; I am like a lonely sparrow on the housetop. 

 

So we see this handful of examples.  There are many, many more Psalms that we could 

have turned to.  But these show us that even David, the king of Israel, had these times in 

his life where he felt like he was alone and disconnected.   

 

Lonely people look at the quotes I just read and they find their life described in them as 

well.  There are many lonely people who wonder if anybody is paying attention to them 

or cares about them, or notices when they are gone, or would notice if they fell down 

dead.   

 

These are the thoughts that fill the mind of the lonely.  There are more than just a few 

lonely people.  Believe me when I tell you that there is more than one here at Bethel 

Grace as well.  There are lonely people.  



 

What we see throughout these Psalms, especially in Psalm 25, is that David was 

experiencing this loneliness, and he took his loneliness to the Lord.  He cried out for help.  

He said, “Lord, I feel like people are turned away from me, and I really, really need you 

to turn to me.  Lord, I know I’m a sinner, but I need for you to be gracious to me because 

I am lonely and I am afflicted.” 

 

David took his condition to the Lord.  We don’t know when it occurred in relation to this 

particular prayer, but what we do know is that David did receive a breakthrough in his 

understanding.  There is something that God gave to him, that the Holy Spirit conveyed 

to his heart, that was very, very powerful.  God let David know that there was, in fact, 

Someone who cared for him very, very much, who was paying very, very close loving 

attention to him.  God was giving this attention to David at all times.   

 

David came to understand there was somebody who was vitally concerned with 

everything about his life.  He gave eloquent expression to it in what many have 

recognized as one of the most glorious of the Psalms, Psalm 139. 

 

Let’s take a look at what it says in just the first verse where David said:   

 

Psalm 139:1 

 
1
O LORD, you have searched me and known me! 

 

If you are reading this out of a ESV, I want you to notice that exclamation point.  I 

appreciate so much that the translators of this translation included that exclamation point.  

Not all of the translations have it.  Hebrew is a language that was written without 

punctuation.  There was just a bunch of words and letters together so those who translated 

had to kind of detect the mood of the text.  Then they give appropriate English 

punctuation when they translate it. 

 

I applaud whoever it was who translated this section of the ESV, because they detected 

something that was very important.  What we have in Psalm 139 is a moment of 

celebration and a moment of wonder and awe as David understood in a very powerful 

way, “Lord, you have known me inside and out, and, O my God, it is affecting me.  It is 

coming to me in a way that produces worship in my heart.”  So I think that exclamation 

point is very, very fitting. 

 

What we have in Psalm 139 is a breakthrough in David’s understanding.  Not only was 

David a theologian, but he was a man who walked with the Lord personally.  Here in this 

Psalm we have theology applied personally.  David knew that God is omniscient and 

knows everything.  David knew that God is omnipresent and is everywhere.  He knew 

that God is omnipotent and has all power.  But there was this wonderful breakthrough 

given to him by the power of the Holy Spirit, that each one of those attributes of God 

they applied to him personally. 

 



So David understood that God does not only have this vast knowledge of everything that 

occurs in the universe, but it narrows down to each person individually.  Not only is the 

Lord’s presence all encompassing, but David came to this understanding that it is so very 

local.  He understood that God’s presence manifests itself for him.  He understood that 

God was not only all powerful, sustaining everything with His power, but He upholds 

him with His power. 

 

David came to understand these things, and through the Holy Spirit, his heart became 

filled as he realized how much God cared for him and loved him.  This Psalm is a 

celebration of a sinner who has become contrite and humble, and who is under the grace 

of God, celebrating God’s careful attention on him personally. 

 

As we look at this Psalm this morning, whether your life is full or especially if you have 

experienced loneliness for whatever reason, I pray that there would be breakthroughs in 

your heart.  I pray that God will show Himself to be oh so very real for you that your 

heart might be lifted up by the One in this universe who loves you more than anybody 

else even has the capacity to love you. 

 

This Psalm comes to us in four parts.  The first part is related to His omniscience, then 

His omnipresence, then to His omnipotence as it related to David, and then to all of us 

personally.  We then see David responding to this knowledge in the four section of the 

Psalm. 

 

This is what we want to notice first.  There are three aspects of God’s personal attention 

upon you.  Let’s see this, and by the Spirit, let’s celebrate these things as He applies them 

to our hearts.   

 

The first aspect of God’s personal attention upon you is that: 

 

1. The LORD knows you inside and out (139:1-6). 

 

He knows you.  That is a very relational word.  He knows you with perfect loving 

intimacy.  He knows you up one side and down the other, inside and outside.  He knows 

you.  David is so, so amazed by this. 

 

Psalm 139:1-4 

 

 
1
O LORD, you have searched me and known me! 

 
2
You know when I sit down and when I rise up; 

  you discern my thoughts from afar. 

 
3
You search out my path and my lying down 

  and are acquainted with all my ways. 

 
4
Even before a word is on my tongue, 

  behold, O LORD, you know it altogether. 
 



David is just so amazed at this.  You might wonder if other people ever think of you at 

all, and I certainly hope they do and I pray as a result of this sermon, more people will.  

But David came to understand that God is thinking about him.  I want you to know that 

God is thinking about you individually in the things that weigh upon your heart.  He is 

thinking about you all of the time with more detail that you can ever even imagine. 

 

What we find in Verse 2 is that He knows all your ups and downs.   

 

 
2
You know when I sit down and when I rise up; 

 

I would take that both literally and figuratively.  He knows your favorite chair.  He knows 

your favorite path to walk.  He knows when you get up and when you sit.  I would 

understand that figuratively as well.  He knows the good experiences.  He knows the hard 

experiences.  He is aware, and He is vitally concerned about each and every one of them. 

 

This is awesome.  Then the text goes on to say that He knows our words inside and out.  

At this point somebody might say, “Uh oh.  You mean God knows my words better than I 

know them, even those snarky little words that I say under my breath, or not so under my 

breath?  God knows all about those things too?”  Yes, He does.   

 

But remember the context here.  We are talking about a man who is under grace.  He is a 

humble sinner, who is trusting in God for forgiveness.  So David is celebrating the fact 

that God knows everything that he has to say.  God knows it all.  He knows how many 

teaspoons of sugar you like in your coffee.  He knows what your favorite creamer is, or if 

you are trying to kick that retched habit of using flavored creamer.  He knows what is 

happening in every single cell of your body.  He knows that sometimes you get 

concerned about what is happening in the cells of your body.   

 

David takes all of this in and says that it is incredible.  Look at what it says in Verses 5 

and 6 where we see God’s grace: 

 
5
You hem me in, behind and before, 

  and lay your hand upon me. 

 
6
Such knowledge is too wonderful for me; 

  it is high; I cannot attain it. 
 

There in that imagery of hemming we have a picture of protection.  God is in front.  God 

is behind.  He goes before you.  He is watching your back.  He is there with knowledge of 

what is happening in every direction, and there is this gesture of grace as You, “lay your 

hand upon me.”   

 

How do You so this for everybody, Lord, we ask.  I don’t know.  That kind of knowledge 

is too high for me I can’t attain it.  That is part of God being infinite and me being finite.  

But David is having a breakthrough in his understanding of God’s love and His care.  

That is one aspect of God’s personal attention upon you - the Lord knows you with 

perfect loving intimacy.   



Let me give you a quick word of application before we move on.  What we see here is 

that it is godly to have your eyes open to the personal concerns of other people.  That is 

how God is.  That is how godly people ought to be.  So, brothers and sisters in Christ, we 

in the fellowship of Bethel Grace do we have eyes to see the lonely, no matter what is 

giving rise to their loneliness?   

 

In the same way that God puts His attention and concern upon them, is it in our hearts to 

put our concern upon them as well, because we want to be godly people and want to be 

agents of His love.  I pray that the Spirit would give us eyes to see those who feel like 

they are alone and, with God that we would enter in to their lives in a very close and 

personal way, because this, brothers and sisters, is loving and godliness. 

 

Here is a second aspect of God’s personal attention upon you: 

 

2. The LORD is there to help you everywhere you go (139:7-12). 

 

That is something that David came to realize.  That is something that we need to come to 

realize too.  The Lord is there!  He is there to support and uphold.  Let’s work through 

Verses 7-12: 

 
7
Where shall I go from your Spirit? 

  Or where shall I flee from your presence? 

 
8
If I ascend to heaven, you are there! 

  If I make my bed in Sheol, you are there! 

 

Did you see what David just did?  He just employed a rhetorical device to help us 

understand that if we go way up high, God will be there.  If we go down and down low, 

God will be there.  He is always there.   

 

Look at what else David says in Verses 9 and 10: 

 

 
9
If I take the wings of the morning 

  and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea, 

 
10

even there your hand shall lead me, 

  and your right hand shall hold me. 

 

Now did you see what David did again?  He just employed yet another rhetorical device 

to help us understand that not only is He there in all of the vertical extremities, but He is 

there in all of the horizontal extremities too. 

 

The sun rises in the east.  The sun comes up in the east.  Put on your seatbelt because you 

are going to ride with the wings of the dawn.  You are going to get on the rays of sunlight 

and you are going to go and go all the way to the west where the sun sets, where the sea 

is.  That is the case for Israel.  That is the case for us as well.  David was saying that he 

can go to both the vertical and horizontal extremities and God is going to still be there!  

The Holy Spirit is giving this to David and he is marveling at what he is writing.   



But then we might say that we know it is true in our heads but we still get discouraged, 

and everything just seems so dark.  So David continues in Verses 11-12: 

 

 
11

If I say, “Surely the darkness shall cover me, 

  and the light about me be night,” 

 
12

even the darkness is not dark to you; 

  the night is bright as the day, 

  for darkness is as light with you. 
 

If I am in the upper and lower extremities, east, west, north, south, wherever I go God is 

going to be there.  Whenever I am discouraged, God is going to be there too. 

 

Recently Kristy and I watched a film called The Martian.  Matt Damon plays an astronaut 

who got stuck on Mars.  That is as much of the plot that I will give to you, though I will 

give you one more additional piece to it.  The astronaut is stuck there all alone.  As I was 

watching this the wheels started spinning in my head and I said to myself, “Lord, if 

somehow I ever get stuck alone on another planet, I need You to show up in a mighty 

way, and be present with me.”  And He would! 

 

I’m never going to Mars.  I am never going to the moon.  I will never be an astronaut.  I 

am forty-two and it is done.  I never had those aspirations, and even if I did, it is done and 

past.  But then I was reading this passage and another movie that might be a little more 

realistic for a man like me who digs the ocean and likes to surf came to my mind.  That 

movie is Castaway with Tom Hanks.  Then I said, “Lord, if I ever get stuck on a desert 

island all by myself I’m going to need much more than a stupid volleyball with a 

handprint on it.  I’m going to need You to manifest Your presence to me in a powerful 

way.” 

 

If what this Psalm is saying is true, God is present everywhere.  He is with us.  Somebody 

might be saying, “Very cute, Jeff.  You are talking about Mars and about some island out 

in the Pacific, but I need God to be present with me in my lonely home.”  Or others are 

seeking to apply this to people in their home who are so distant and sometimes so cruel 

that they would rather be alone.  There are different ways in which loneliness manifests 

itself. 

 

God’s Word is true.  He is there.  He is there!  He is with you.  Never once have you ever 

been alone.  Never once will you ever be alone.  You will not be able to escape His 

presence.  He is there helping you in ways that you don’t realize.  The poem about the 

footprints is true.  There are sometimes two sets of footprints in the sand.  That is when 

we are walking together with the Lord.  Then there are only one set of footprints when 

the Lord is carrying us.  But what about that little groove in the sand?  That is where the 

Lord had to grab on to us a drag us! 

 

He is there wherever you go.  It might be that you are going into an operation room.  You 

feel alone.  Sure, the surgeons will be there, but you feel alone.  God will be there.  You 

might be going on a mission’s trip.  The Lord may be calling you to this and you feel 



kind of sketchy about some of the details about it.  The Lord will be there with you.  It 

might be a relocation to the great nation of Texas where everything is going to be so 

distant.  The Lord is going to be there with you.  It might be your apartment that you 

don’t even want to go home to today, because it will feel empty.  If this Psalm is true, He 

will be there with You. 

 

Once again, brothers and sisters in the Lord, let’s remember that people need God first 

and foremost.  Apart from people being filled with the presence of the Lord, they are 

never going to have the fullness of heart the way they desire, but they need people too.  In 

the same way that God goes with them, ask yourself if there is anybody who needs you to 

go with them as well.   

 

The Lord being there to help you everywhere you go is the second aspect of God’s 

personal attention upon you.  Here is the third aspect.  Not only is the Lord with you 

everywhere you go but David also comes to understand: 

 

3. That LORD has formed you and all your days (139:13-16). 

 

The Lord has formed you and all of your days by His creative design.  We see the 

language of God’s forming in Verses 13 and in Verse 16.  Let’s take a look at what is in 

this section.  David continues to worship and rejoice.  Verses 13-15: 

 
13

For you formed my inward parts; 

  you knitted me together in my mother's womb. 

 
14

I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made. 

 Wonderful are your works; 

  my soul knows it very well. 

 
15

My frame was not hidden from you, 

 when I was being made in secret, 

  intricately woven in the depths of the earth. 

 

David is speaking of the womb all throughout this passage of Scripture.  With symbolic 

language he speaks of the mother’s womb.  He speaks of it as the place of deepest 

concealment on the planet earth, a sanctified place of divine activity where God develops 

human life.  Yes, brothers and sisters, these verses do inform our perspective on the 

abortion debate.  You better believe it!   

 

In the context of this Psalm what David is saying is that even when he was there in that 

place, God was kitting him together there.  That shows God’s power worked individually. 

 

Then is Verse 16 David says: 

 
16

Your eyes saw my unformed substance; 

 in your book were written, every one of them, 

  the days that were formed for me, 

  when as yet there was none of them. 



 

So once again in the pages of Scripture, we are reminded of a book that the Lord is 

authoring.  I actually know of two books that the Lord has authored.  One of them is right 

here – Scripture, the Bible!  It is living.  It is active.  The Holy Spirit speaks to us as we 

read what is here.  If you want to know what God thinks, look at what is in the pages of 

Scripture.  That is what He has to say. 

 

But there is another book that God is writing, and it speaks of the work and the content 

and the details of the people’s lives whom He has created.  That is another book that the 

Scripture speaks of all throughout the pages of Scripture including the Old and New 

Testaments.  There is an awesome sense in which that book was written before we were 

even born.  “All the days formed for me were written in your book, even before one of 

them came in to being.”  That is mind bending.   

 

The truth of these passages are too high for me.  How do we understand this?  But there it 

is.  God has this book, and He has a very detailed chapter on your life in that book.  What 

is the content of this book?  I think one of its primary themes is the purpose and the 

design that God has for each one of His people in Christ.   

 

There is another verse in the New Testament that helps me to understand what is meant 

about the things written in God’s book mentioned here in Psalm 139:16.  It is contained 

in the book of Ephesians Chapter 2.  I look at it as a twin verse to the one that we just 

read in Psalm 139.  Here is what it says: 

 

Ephesians 2:10 

 
10

For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which 

God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them. 

 

What?!  Way ahead of time, God had works designed for His church, for His people in 

Christ?  Yes!  Do you see the similarity between what is says in Psalm 139:16 with what 

it says in Ephesians 2:10?  These verses are comparable.  David says in Verse 16: 

 

 
16

…in your book were written, every one of them, 

  the days that were formed for me, 

  when as yet there was none of them. 
 

God is creating His people purposefully.  What we find in Ephesians 2:10 is that God has 

this plan for us, and He gives us His Spirit who gives us gifts to carry out the purposes 

that He has for us.  Do you see it here in this text?  God has formed us with divine 

intentions and purpose. 

 

Brothers and sisters, this is one of the most important remedies for loneliness to be found 

anywhere.  Every person needs to have a sense that their lives matter and factor in to 

something greater than themselves.  What we find for every single one of us in Christ is 

that God intends to use us for the purpose of advancing His Kingdom.  He has given us a 



temperament.  He has given us certain natural abilities.  Then comes the power of the 

Holy Spirit, and He gives us spiritual gifts that we might bear fruit for the Kingdom. 

 

So for the one who is experiencing loneliness, know that God has a design.  Know that 

God wants to use you to bless other people.  Then pray to the Lord that He will make that 

clear to you.  Then go do unto others as you would have them do unto you.  Be serving 

the Lord, and what you will find is that your life will begin to fill up. 

 

This is a third aspect of God’s personal attention on you.  As we continue on to the last 

section of this Psalm, what we see is David giving a threefold response to God’s constant 

care.  The Lord had given him these breakthroughs and now we see David in awe.  Now 

he is responding back to the Lord some more as he thinks about all that has been made 

known to him. 

 

The threefold response to God’s constant care are a sense of security, a surge of severity, 

and a submission to scrutiny.  We see these things in the text.  How does David respond 

to all of this?  First with: 

 

1. A sense of security (139:17-18) 

 

Verses 17 and 18: 

 
17

How precious to me are your thoughts, O God! 

  How vast is the sum of them! 

 
18

If I would count them, they are more than the sand. 

  I awake, and I am still with you. 

 

I wonder if you parents have noticed that little kids they like to ask mommy and daddy to 

sleep with them in their bed.  There is gives them a sense of security with mom and dad 

close by.  So you give in, lay down with them, and wait for your child to fall asleep.  

After your child is asleep, what do you do?  You very, very slowly sneak out of the room 

to go and take care of your other responsibilities. 

 

The picture David presents to us in these verses is that God has so many thoughts about 

him that there are too many of them to count.  So instead of counting sheep, David is 

counting theological realities about the Living God’s attention upon him.  Then he drifts 

off to sleep thinking about all of these realities.  When he wakes up, God is still with him.  

He is still with God.   

 

We need to pray that the Spirit will give us this powerful impression that God is with us 

all of our days.  Not only does this inspire holiness of life, but this inspires gratitude and 

joy and strength.  David had this sense of security. 

  



Then there is: 

 

2. A surge of severity (139:19-22) 

 

Put on your seatbelt! 

 
19

Oh that you would slay the wicked, O God! 

  O men of blood, depart from me! 

 
20

They speak against you with malicious intent; 

  your enemies take your name in vain. 

 
21

Do I not hate those who hate you, O LORD? 

  And do I not loathe those who rise up against you? 

 
22

I hate them with complete hatred; 

  I count them my enemies. 

 

Not only is there a surge of severity, but I would have to say that section is heated up 

with hatred too.  What is this all about?   

 

Can I tell you about a song that I really, really like?  It applies, I promise.  The song is by 

a man named Stevie Ray Vaughn.  He is a blues guitarist who also sings.  He has a 

certain song that has always reminded me of Kristy and my relationship with her.  The 

song is called Sweet Little Thing.  It will be awkward if I just say the lines to the song.  It 

will even be more awkward to sing them, so I’m going to say them with a blues twang to 

it.   

 

Yeah I love my baby, she's long and lean; You mess with her, you'll see a 

man gettin' mean; She's my sweet little thing, she's my pride and joy; She's 

my sweet little baby, I'm her little lover boy. 

 

It’s true!  Did you catch those lyrics?  I love my baby.  She is long and lean.  Kristy is 

graced with that.  Here is the point:  You mess with her, and you are going to see a man 

getting mean.  I love my wife.  That’s what Stevie Ray Vaughn was saying.  If you 

mistreat her, I’m going to get upset. 

 

I wonder if there is something of that here in this section of the Psalm, because David has 

been basking in the constant, continuous, glorious, gracious, loving kindness of the Lord 

his God.  Now he is also aware that there are blasphemous people who are seeking to 

rake the reputation of the Living God through the coals.  They are trying to speak ill of 

Him.  They are speaking falsely of Him.  They are telling lies about Him.  After having 

such of a profound sense of the goodness of the Lord, David has a very low tolerance 

within him for those who blaspheme the name of the Lord.   

 

We are not just talking about people who are ignorant about God.  We are talking about 

people who hate and lie about God.  They do it intentionally.  They are deceivers.  David 

is doing what he has done all throughout this Psalm and opening up his heart and saying 

that he hates them. 



 

We got to be careful here, because Jesus said to love your enemies and bless those who 

persecute you.  He modeled that love for even the ones who crucified Him, didn’t He?  

But what you might find is that as you draw close to the Lord, your sense of loneliness 

might be replaced more and more with a sense of righteous indignation.   

 

What we have in this Psalm is just a very honest look into the prayer journal of the man 

of God, David, who just laid it out with abandon before the Lord, “God this is what is 

inside of me.  This is what I’m feeling, so this is what I am going to tell you.”  This is 

given to us as a pattern for prayer. 

 

So whatever it is that is surging within us, we can tell the Lord.  In this case, David has 

this surge of severity.  But as we get to the very end of the Psalm we got to see how 

David draws back, “Lord, first I am filled with wonder.  Now I am all riled up!  But God 

I submit to your scrutiny.  I have told you my heart, now will you correct in me anything 

that needs to be corrected.” 

 

Let’s see what this submission of scrutiny says. 

 

3. A submission to scrutiny (139:23-24) 

 
23

Search me, O God, and know my heart! 

  Try me and know my thoughts! 

 
24

And see if there be any grievous way in me, 

  and lead me in the way everlasting! 

 

What a humble heart.  What an honest heart.  This is how we are to pray.  I love how this 

Psalm takes us full circle.  It began in Verse 1 with David’s understanding that God has 

searched and known him.  Now in Verse 23, he invites those same things, “Search me, O 

God, and know my heart!”  And he goes even further, “Test me.  Try me.  I want to be 

pleasing to you.  I want to be holy in your sight.  So let your Spirit, through the power of 

the Word, look through me and correct anything that needs to be corrected.” 

 

Not only does this submission to scrutiny give us a fitting conclusion to this particular 

Psalm, it also provides for us a fitting conclusion to this Summer Series in the Psalms, 

Real Help for Real People.  What we have seen all throughout this series as we have 

sampled the Psalms is that it is ok.  Remember this:  God knows.  He knows what is 

going on inside your heart already.  God cares, so be honest with the Lord.  Cast your 

cares upon Him.  Be real with the Lord.  Cry out to God.   

 

As we have learned with David, when we are depressed we can cry out, “How long O 

Lord will you forget me forever?”  When we are embittered and feeling forsaken by those 

who should have loved us, we can cast our cares upon God and say, “Lord I want to 

sprout the wings of a dove or I will take the wings of a 747 and fly away.  Get me away 

from it all.” 

 



David laid all that out before the Lord.  When we are fearful we can go before the Lord 

saying, “right now I am feeling this strength, but then another day, Lord, I might feel like 

that strength is crumbling and I am weak.  God, will you prop me up?”  When we are 

guilty of sin we can say, “Lord, according to your steadfast love will you blot out my 

iniquity?  Will you remove it from that book?  Will you cleanse me with hyssop that I 

might be white as snow?” 

 

We can cry out to the Lord.  This is something that we learned wonderfully in the book of 

Psalms.  Then we end all of our prayers with reverence and humility.  “Search me, Lord.  

Know me.  Test me.  Try me.  If there is anything inside me that should not be there that 

needs to be transformed and cleansed and renewed, lead me in the way that You would 

like me to go.” 

 

May the Lord bless you on that path.  May He be a true and real help for you.  You are 

real people with real problems, and may God show Himself to be your strength. 

 

Let’s close in a word of prayer. 

 


